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INLucE TuA
In Thy Light
Caught Between Two Christmases

W

E LOOKED OUT THE WINDOW AND

saw nothing but black. As I sat with
a friend a few days ago, we were
surprised to realize that while we were talking
the light of day had disappeared and night had
fallen. He glanced at the time and laughed, "It's
not even five o'clock yet." Winter has come and
stolen much of our daylight. For another season,
the world has gone to sleep. Our trees are bare,
and our gardens empty. Creatures big and small
still themselves until spring returns.
The funny thing is that as the natural world
slows down each year, we humans throw ourselves into our yearly frenzy. There is no other
time of year when our senses are so assaulted,
by the sound and sights of Christmas tunes and
advertisements, by the smells and tastes of treats
and feasts, by that bursting sensation in our guts
after we enjoy those treats and feasts.
There is something jarring about Advent
and Christmas. We idealize this season as a time
of peace and joy. Our most cherished memories
of it are of moments spent with those we love,
of happy young children, and of sacred celebrations of the Nativity. But the quiet and joy is
often crowded out by experiences of frustration
and worry, of shopping trips to crowded big-box
stores, of complicated arrangements for travel
on busy roads and airports, and of wondering
how we will pay for the shopping spree that we
always promise to scale back on next year.
We are caught in this contest between
the two sides of Christmas every year, and we
likely always will be. We might fast the length
of Advent, observe all the rites and rituals of the
liturgical calendar in preparing for the Feast of

the Nativity, but the world about us will continue
on its own pace. We live in this world; we are
part of it. Its frenzied rhythm will work its way
into our bodies; its anxieties and frustrations
will interrupt our moments of quiet and still.
In fact, there may be something right about
the tension we feel this time of year, some echo
of the sacred story the season recalls. Advent is
a time to prepare ourselves for the coming of a
Prince of Peace into a world constantly at war.
On Christmas, we proclaim the good news of the
arrival of a king of justice and charity to a society beset by systemic poverty and bigotry. As we
celebrate the birth of a savior, in the back of our
minds we cannot forget that his ministry among
us will end when he is put to death by our own
hands (a reality explored in Susan Bruxvoort
Lipscomb's essay "On Death in December").
This tension then might be exactly what
we should be feeling. In Advent, we await the
coming of a light of hope into the darkness of
winter. In the miracle of the birth of Christ, the
divine and the mortal, the ephemeral and the
eternal, the sacred and the secular are all bound
together. We live in a world where a promise has
been made, but not yet fulfilled. We know the
Kingdom of God is coming, but we know not the
day or hour of its arrival.
So we are left caught between two Christmas
stories: the Christmas of a little babe in a manger and the Christmas of a big sale at the mall,
a Christmas that marks the birth of a savior into
the world and a Christmas that fills that same
world with noise and greed and anxiety. And in
these early winter days, when night falls earlier
than it ought and we feel the clamor and pressure
of our times, we can see more clearly than in any
other season the world as it is and the world as it
might be. In Advent, a choice that faces us every
day of the year is drawn much more sharply. In
this season, we must choose if our lives will add
to the noise and conflict that fill the darkness, or
if our lives will kindle the light of hope and justice and charity that comes into our world with
the birth of Christ. f
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On Death in December

Susan Bruxvoort Lipscomb

I

T's DECEMBER AGAIN, AND I'M THINKING OF

death. The morning frost has sharpened each
blade of brown grass as it juts upward toward
an ashen sky. My garden is naked now-stripped
of its green garments by my harvesting hands
and by the killing frost. And the raised beds,
warm and loamy in May, are like rows of new
burial mounds-seven heaps of earth testifying
to some terrible family tragedy.
The month begins with memories of death.
On an early December morning, my mother called
to say that my brother's heart, which had pumped
steadily for thirty-nine years-through downhill
skiing, engineering school, home construction,
and caring for four young children-had suddenly sputtered and ceased while he slept. On an
afternoon in this dark season, the mother of a college friend called to say the muscles pushing his
lungs in and out, gradually weakened by muscular
dystrophy, had stopped. On an evening in midDecember, sitting on a floral-patterned coach in
a room charitably lit by a sparkling tree, our feet
surrounded by torn wrapping paper, I wept a little
with a friend, in memory of her college-aged son.
A few weeks before, the signals from his brain to
his organs, blocked by a tiny tumor on his brain
stem, had halted.
It's December again, and I'm thinking of
death, of mothers, and of sons.
I think of mothers and sons in early
December because of these women and their
grief. Each year when the sky turns gray and
the shadows lengthen, I remember that Elaine,
Sheri, and Patsy weep. It must be a difficult season to be a grieving mother. It is a truism that
6
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the December holidays are cruel to those who
mourn, but I imagine that they are particularly
biting for a mourning mother. In this season,
after all, images of joyful mothers and happy sons
are omnipresent. A young woman holds a baby.
She is dressed in blue; he is wrapped in white.
She smiles; he lifts his hand in blessing. A man
with a gray beard kneels nearby, with a donkey
perhaps. It is an image imprinted on millions
of reams of cardstock. We give this image to our
friends and wish them happiness. It is printed
on the postage stamps which we buy and affix to
the envelopes to send those cards. The image of a
mother holding a son is ubiquitous and comfortable. And lovely. And joyful.
But at this time of year, I'm remembering
grieving mothers, and so I prefer the Madonnas
of Giovanni Bellini.
Bellini was a Venetian painter of the Italian
Renaissance. He had a long life and career, working into his eighties, and creating work in all the
major genres of Renaissance painting: portraits,
altarpieces, histories and saints' lives, nudes, and
a large of number of religious images intended
for private devotion and meditation. Many of
these images, destined not for churches and chapels, but for the homes of his patrons, are images
of Mary and Jesus.
I noticed one of Bellini's Madonna and Child
paintings in the National Gallery in London one
winter because I had been thinking about death
and grief, about mothers and sons.
The painting is known as the Madonna of
the Meadow; art historians particularly note
Bellini's treatment oflandscape. The background

imagery is detailed and realistic with peasants
tending grazing cattle, a cluster of buildings,
barren trees, carefully wrought clouds against a
sky of varying degrees of blue and gray. A stork
and a snake in the middle ground are engaged in
some kind of symbolic battle.
The Madonna, seated in a meadow in the
foreground, conforms to the conventional type
known as the Madonna of humility. She is seated
on the ground rather than on a throne. Instead
of a queenly figure, ruling heaven with her son,
the king of heaven, she is meek, in contact with
the earth and with her humanness, but the scale

And Bellini is thinking of this too. This is
not the first time that he has painted a Madonna
with a sleeping child. In fact, he came back to
this subject a number of times. His Madonna
and Sleeping Child Enthroned places the baby in
the exact same position he will use later for his
Pieta.
The pieta was painted at the same time as the
Madonna of the Meadow and Bellini is working
with landscape here too. This time, however, it
is an older mother, her face lined with age, who
lifts her knee to support her son and closes her
eyes in private prayer. When Bellini paints a
naked child, sleeping in his
mother's lap, he is intentionally invoking Jesus' death.
Bellini's first
known
treatment of this subject is
called the Davis Madonna. It
was painted early in Bellini's
career and exhibits a number
of the leading characteristics
of his Madonna and Child
portraits. It evokes a familiar Byzantine icon with Mary
presented as a half-length
figure, her hair fully covered by her wimple and her
robe draped over her shoulder. She gazes downward
upon the child and lifts her
hands to touch fingertip to
Madonna of the Meadow. Giovanni Bellini, 1505.
fingertip in prayer. The conventions of Byzantine iconography mean that
of the figure belies this humility. Within the
scope of the image, she is huge, dominating the
Bellini expects that this image will be a subject
of religious devotion. It is not to be gazed upon
landscape and the attention of the viewer. Her
for mere aesthetic pleasure, but for the viewer
posture is demure, however, as she brings her
to draw closer to God. The viewer of this image
hands together and looks down in prayer over
is to be reminded of essential theological truths.
her child. She does not look outward at the
But what is the essential theological truth of
viewer, but inward, eyes closed in private prayer.
The child who lies in her lap, supported by
a dead baby? This is not the meaning of the seaher upraised knee, is naked, vulnerable, and
son. Christians affirm, in this season, that Jesus
brings peace. Jesus brings light and hope. Jesus
very human. His eyes are closed as in sleep. Or
brings, above all, life. The celebration of Jesus'
in death.
birth is not about death.
When I see the image of this sleeping child,
held by his mother, I cannot but think of another
But it is. As I knew immediately when my
first child was born, bringing a child into the
familiar image: the dead Christ, removed from
the cross, his body limp in his mother's arms.
world is birthing death. My children will die. I
Advent-Christmas 2011
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The Davis Madonna. Giovanni Bellini, c. 1455.

Lochis Madonna. Giovanni Bellini, c. 1475.
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fervently hope that they will die long after I do,
after happy and fulfilled lives. But by bringing
them into the world, I opened the door to their
deaths. Parents don't like to think about this, and
we rarely talk about it. Instead, we forbid our
toddlers from climbing stairs and eating whole
grapes and our teenagers from driving late at
night with their friends. But eventually they will
die, if not of falling, choking, or car-accidents,
then of muscular dystrophy, brain tumors, or
heart arrhythmias.
And Mary, like all parents, knew this too. To
hold a baby is to hold mortality in one's arms.
Mary, by accepting God's commission to gestate
this child and birth him, is also endowing him
with humanness. And humanness implies death.
This is the sword that pierces her heart. This
is why she ponders.
I don't deny that Mary understood the divine
paternity of this child, that he was miracle, that
his conception was a rupture in the bedrock of
earthly ordinariness. She may have understood
that the child was God, though the angel didn't
say so explicitly. But she must have also understood that the vulnerability of his humanness
meant that he would eventually die.
The circumstances of this child's death, of
course, complicate my meditation on Mary's
ponderings. When we gaze on these portraits,
we already know that this child does not die of
drowning, or of cancer, or in a house fire.
In many Bellini Madonnas, the subjects are
arranged for half-length portraiture behind a
parapet. The child sits, stands, or lies on a stone
ledge. In the Davis Madonna, the child's head
is propped on a black pillow, but the rest of his
body is laid out on a slab of cool, white marble. It is a convenient prop allowing Bellini to
mimic Byzantine iconic conventions, but it also
summons another image-the altar on which a
parent lays his child for sacrifice, the terrifying
story of Abraham and Isaac.
Bellini is layering theological meaning with
his layers of paint; introducing the idea of sacrifice introduces the idea of agency. This is not
a passive woman grieving for a dead child, but
a woman giving the gift of her body to enact
the terrifying miracle of turning God into flesh.

humans and God as actors in a drama. They are
Mary births God for death. She does not yet
understand how this all will unfold, but she
caught at one moment in that drama-hinting at
knows what a fragile, temporary gift a human
a larger story, but halted, for our benefit. So we
child is.
can pause and meditate on the full complexity of
Being human gives us a fearful amount of
the narrative.
choice. This is one of those inescapable theoThat moment when organs stop pumping,
when cellular activity ceases, when grief comes
logical truths that Bellini, together with other
to the living, is just one moment. Glenn, Tony,
painters of images for religious devotion, seems
and Kevin are dead, but Elaine, Patsy, and Sheri
committed to proclaiming. Madonna and Child
live. The mothers I remember in December,
images, not infrequently, show Mary or Jesus
holding a piece of fruit.
have continued on, not past their grief, but furIn Bellini's Madonna Greca (cover image),
ther into their continuing stories. This is not a
both mother and son gaze sadly off-stage while
Shakespearean tragedy that ends when the bodies are strewn across the stage. These women
he holds an apple, propped against her wrist.
The apple brings to mind a scriptural allusion.
are Horatio from Hamlet and Edgar from King
He is, in the words of
Lear-the ones who
Elizabeth, the fruit
must endure, putting
of her womb. But the
the kingdom back
fruit also connotes the
together, after the curfateful fruit of the gartain falls .
den of Eden: the fruit
In
December,
of free will, offering
when I am thinking of
death, when I'm thinkhumans the choice
ing about mothers and
between
obedience
and rebellion. Mary
sons, about life and
is the new Eve, also
mortality, about birth
given a choice. Mary,
and grief, I think about
the fact that I too am a
accepting her role
mother, and a mother
as theotokis or Godbearer, is given the
of sons.
In my two sons'
opportunity to offer
the fruit to the new
bedroom
hangs a
Madonna and Child. Kelsey Harre, 2006.
Madonna and child
Adam who upends
the fall, turning things
drawing by Kelsey
right side up again. And Jesus doesn't play a
Harro. It's a Madonna of humility with Mary
seated on the ground, one bare foot exposed to
passive role either. He holds the fruit and the
view. In her hand, she holds a half-eaten apple.
possibility of choosing a different path. Mary
She's not so much the second Eve in this image
and Jesus both are making choices of cosmic
significance.
as the first one-fully human, despite her halo,
and a full participant in humanity's folly. The
In Bellini's Lochis Madonna, the child seems
to struggle out of Mary's arms, full of energy and
child is asleep. But unlike in Bellini's paintings,
intensity.
he doesn't look dead. He's a sweetly sleeping
Is he struggling to get away from his altar
baby, resting for a time, propped comfortably in
of sacrifice as his mother restrains him there?
his mother's lap. This picture hangs in the room
Or is she restraining him as baby and human
of my sons, because one of them is the model for
child, as he struggles toward fulfilling his divine
the child. Even though I'm reminded of his fracommission? Bellini's paintings may show the
gility every time he climbs the neighbor's apple
frightening certainty of death, but they also show
tree, or careens down the street on his bicycle, I
Advent-Christmas 2011
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like to look at the picture to remind me that he
is a participant in the drama of mortality. The
drawing is a carefully wrought memento of his
life and his eventual death.
In December, I grieve with women who have
witnessed the deaths of their sons: with Elaine,
Patsy, Sheri. And with Mary. It's a good time to
grieve. We would do well to spend more time
mourning with those who mourn. When the
shadows lengthen and sky turns ashen, it's a
good time to remember the dust from which we
came and the dust to which we return. The fruit
falls from the tree and lies bruised and pungent
in a cradle of leaf mold, where it slowly rots and
decays.
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But this great, complex, mysterious drama,
of course, doesn't end in December. That fallen
fruit , decomposing into compost, is the womb to
warm the seed. There is a time to mourn, and a
time to dance. Soon it will be April, and I will be
thinking about resurrection. ~

Susan Bruxvoort-Lipscomb is Assistant
Professor of English at Houghton College.

MORTAL DIALECTIC
It's about years, and hoping to have them.
More years out there always, good ones
or otherwise. To thrive in the living
remaining, to glean the rest steadily,
is the old man's answer, infant's legacy,
unforgiveable squander of the charlatan,
the near-suicide's compromise with her
own beating heart, durable as a stone.
Wizened saint in a ghetto street, the moon
the septuagenarian will reorbit
soon, the 90-year-old poet at the height
of her powers: their dwindling means to blaze.
Or they matter little. Rather for days
of greatness go forward, just a few,
and if not that, at least a certain nearperfection in the hard art of being.
After despair (or work) there comes something
not unlike peace. Walk home from the train
and take a bath. Bare, at rest, satisfied:
Easy to die tonight, the body a sieve
or annus mirabilis. Who believes
the short life of Keats was tragic,
incomplete in its wisdom? His great spark
lights the tramways of eternity.
Or all about the same. By each
try simply to merit the fitness of a lone
occasion, and match what's given. Time makes
one arc-the earnest and enduring theme.

Brett Foster
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Dark Clouds
Don DeLillo and the Age of Terror
Harold K. Bush

W

HEN

RECENTLY

REVISITING

THE

novels of Don DeLillo's "major"
period (roughly 1985-97), the first
thing that I noticed was the foregrounding of
terror. These pre-9/11 novels provided a clear
forewarning of the cultural paranoia that came
to characterize our lives after 9/11. Twenty years
ago, when his tenth novel Mao II appeared in
1991, DeLillo already had his binoculars trained
on the Twin Towers. Already, he was discerning
that the power of high art was slipping away and
that terror was quickly invading mass media and
becoming a primary means of voicing revolution
in a fallen world. DeLillo was one of the first literary artists to envision the sheer scope of terror
and was keen to depict the nefarious methods
by which ideologues were infesting the minds
of their followers. Such disciples, he showed
us, were desperate to locate a means by which
they could transcend their dusty and desperate circumstances and locate new meaning and
purpose in a world of loss and trauma. Without
specifically talking about 9/11, DeLillo achieved
something breathtakingly prescient in Mao II: a
serious consideration and analysis of the "War
on Terror" a full decade before it was announced
by the Bush administration.
We should pause here and reflect on this
observation for a moment. Obviously, long before
2001, the American intelligence community was
aware of how terror was moving to center stage
in our cultural awareness. American citizens, like
myself, raised in the 1960s, had come naturally to
expect bombs, kidnappings, mass murders, and
suicidal terror to be deployed as political devices.

12
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In the 1960s, phenomena like the Weathermen
and the Manson Family-and later events like
the schemes of the Symbionese Liberation Army,
the Unabomber, or the Oklahoma City bombers
in 1995-underscored how even American citizens could be lured into these practices. And of
course, American history had been marked by
acts of terror well before the 1960s, perhaps most
notably in the heyday of the lynching practices of
the Klu Klux Klan and other hate groups. Terror
has long been an American staple.
And yet in retrospect, didn't "terror" seem to
explode into our lives irrevocably on that peaceful and sunny morning in September of 2001?
Worst of all, perhaps, was the slow realization
that those jetliners slamming into skyscrapers were being diverted and guided by religious
fanatics whose plans seemed to them destined
and ordered by Allah. Terror as spiritual practice;
terror as a signpost of the sinister side of God's
will-or at least, of the wild misperception of it.
Perhaps this dramatic distortion of God's power
and character is the great, unspoken delusion of
our age, when it comes to all things religious and
spiritual. Related to this abuse is the bald fact that
many of the most famous "religious" leaders these
days are themselves terrorists: the Ayatollahs and
the bin Ladens, and the contemporary versions of
the Mao at the center of DeLillo's novel. And lest
we forget, American leaders have themselves long
exploited our own civil religion in the service of
violence and conquest. Even relatively benevolent beliefs can· be cashed in for wealth and power
by unsavory leaders, a fact that is certainly a key
source of the cynicism I find in many of my stu-

dents today, who are disaffected from religion at
levels that some sociologists are claiming to be
historically unprecedented and possibly irreversible (see Kinnaman and Lyons 2007).
With all this on my mind, I returned to Don
DeLillo and taught Mao II this past spring. I
had the good fortune about a year ago to meet
DeLillo and to interview him extensively. I dutifully prepared a "DeLillo 101" lecture as part of
his highly-advertised visit to our fair city. And I
was fortunate to be allowed to dine with him and
attend not one but two genteel cocktail parties
in his honor. DeLillo seemed more like a streetwise, gentle, diffident, warm, and funny senior
citizen from an Italian-American family in New
York, than a world-renowned author worthy
of serious consideration for a Nobel Prize (as I
most often think of him). He dismissed his own
celebrity, and he laughed and nodded at my lame
jokes, a true kibitzer who could give and take. I
liked him immediately, which is not always my
experience with famous writers.
DeLillo's New York background is crucial
to understanding his fiction and, specifically,
his ties to 9/11. In an earlier interview he once
stated, "I became a writer by living in New York
and seeing and hearing and feeling all the great,
amazing and dangerous things the city endlessly assembles. And I also became a writer by
avoiding serious commitment to anything else"
(Bing 1997). Born on 20 November 1936, he was
brought up in the Fordham section of the Bronx,
a neighborhood of mostly Italian-Americans.
"My parents were born in Italy. My father came
to this country in 1916, I believe, when he was a
young boy of nine. There was my grandmother,
my father, and his brothers and sisters. There was
a total of about seven people, including a dwarf,
and a child my grandmother picked up in Naples
along the way" (Burn 1991).
Though DeLillo is not usually construed
as a "religious" writer, he has often spoken in
interviews about his deep Catholic roots: "Being
raised as a Catholic was interesting because the
ritual had elements of art to it and it prompted
feelings that art sometimes draws out of us. I
think I reacted to it the way I react today to theater. Sometimes it was awesome; sometimes it

was funny. High funeral masses were a little of
both, and they're among my warmest childhood
memories" (LeClair 1982). DeLillo also attended
Fordham University, where, he says, "the Jesuits
taught me to be a failed ascetic" (Harris 1982).
He hated school but readily reels off a list of early
influences. "I think New York itself was an enormous influence. The paintings in the Museum of
Modern Art, the music at the Jazz Gallery and
the Village Vanguard, the movies of Fellini and
Godard and Howard Hawks. And there was a

DeLillo was also one of the first
literary artists to envision the
sheer scope of terror and was keen
to depict the nefarious methods by
which ideologues were infesting
the minds of their followers.

comic anarchy in the writing of Gertrude Stein,
Ezra Pound, and others. Although I don't necessarily want to write like them, to someone who's
twenty years old that kind of work suggests freedom and possibility. It can make you see not only
writing but the world in a completely different
way" (Harris 1982).
His early novels include the American college football/nuclear war black comedy End Zone
(1972) and the rock 'n roll satire Great Jones
Street (1973), in which a rock star called Bucky
Wunderlick (reminiscent of Bob Dylan) abandons his career and lives in an obscure room
somewhere in lower Manhattan. DeLillo's fourth
novel, Ratner's Star (1976), took two years to write
and drew numerous favorable comparisons to
the works of Thomas Pynchon. It is a conceptual
monster, the picaresque story of a fourteenyear-old math genius who joins an international
consortium of mad scientists decoding an alien
message. A central theme in these early works is
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the mystery of human longings, which is manifested in the decoding of confusing and erudite
messages (including the Dylanesque lyrics that
DeLillo has claimed were one of the great joys
of creating the shady character Bucky for Great
Jones Street). DeLillo has always been preoccupied with the challenge of understanding human
language-a major reason he often has been
associated with postmodernism, deconstruction, and theories of language (associations, he
assured me, he rejects with a passion).
With the publication of his eighth novel White

dry humor and irony for which DeLillo is most
noted. As an academic specialist in the study of
the chief icon of twentieth-century terror, Jack
represents some of DeLillo's dearest preoccupations: the scope of political abuse and the banality
of evil wherever we might care to look. And so,
even more famously, does the advent of the "airborne toxic event;' a foreboding cloud of poison
just over the horizon and quickly approaching
the campus, suggestive of the standardized,
vague threats lamented on the nightly news. With
the first section of the novel called "Waves and

'JVtlffE
NOISE
A NOVEL BY

.DO~l

DEllllO
Viking, 1985

Viking, 1991

Noise in 1985, DeLillo began a rapid ascendancy
to his present status as a major American novelist.
White Noise was a breakthrough both commercially and artistically for DeLillo, earning him the
National Book Award and a place among the academic canon of contemporary novelists. Among
DeLillo's works, White Noise is by far the most
common on college reading lists. It includes some
of his most famous images and concepts, such as
the opening scene of the affluent parents moving
their precious children into the freshmen dorms of
"College-on-the-Hill:' He clearly delights in lambasting the arcane and abstract academic world, as
represented by the shady and paranoid professors
he sketches throughout. The novel's intrepid protagonist, Jack Gladney, who has made his name as
founder of the field of Hitler Studies, typifies the
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Scribner, 1997

Radiation;' this airborne event is characterized by
its pervasive and intrusive nature, like the unseen
waves that are constantly passing into and out of
our bodies. Similar vague threats are documented
in almost all of his work.
Despite a rapid ascendency after White Noise,
DeLillo remained detached, and his reputation as
a recluse grew, even though he had started doing
interviews and other forms of public relations
during the early 1980s. It is also true that some of
his most famous public performances were a bit
Dylanesque in his flaunting of fame and celebrity.
For instance, when called upon to give an acceptance speech for the National Book Award, he
simply said, ''I'm sorry I couldn't be here tonight,
but I thank you all for coming;' and then sat down.
In David Streitfeld's profile "Don DeLillo's

Gloomy Muse;' DeLillo remarked, ''I've been
called 'reclusive' a hundred times, and I'm not
even remotely in that category" (1992). DeLillo
has, in fact, granted interviews more frequently
than the popular conception of him would suggest. And yet, according to DeLillo, the serious
writer must maintain a marginal status from the
society he hopes to record: "The writer is the
person who stands outside society, independent
of affiliation and independent of influence. The
writer is the man or woman who automatically
takes a stance against his or her government.
There are so many temptations for American
writers to become part of the system and part
of the structure that now, more than ever, we
have to resist. American writers ought to stand
and live in the margins, and be more dangerous.
Writers in repressive societies are considered
dangerous. That's why so many of them are in
jail" (Arensberg 1988).
The follow-up to White Noise would become
one of his most controversial works: Libra (1988)
was a speculative, fictionalized take on Lee
Harvey Oswald's life up to the 1963 assassination of John F. Kennedy. For this novel, DeLillo
undertook a vast research project, which included
reading at least half of the Warren Report.
Subsequently, DeLillo described that massive
report as "the Oxford English Dictionary of the
assassination and also a Joycean novel. This is the
one document that captures the full richness and
madness and meaning of the event, despite the
fact that it omits about a ton and a half of material" (Bigley 1993). Originally written with the
working title of either American Blood or Texas
School Book, Libra became an international bestseller and earned DeLillo another nomination
for the National Book Award. The novel, which
questioned the Warren Report's findings, elicited
fierce critical division, with some critics praising DeLillo's take on the Kennedy assassination
while others decried it. George Will, in a notorious Washington Post article, declared the book to
be an affront to America and "an act of literary
vandalism and bad citizenship:'
Next came Mao II (1991), highly influenced
by the events surrounding the fatwa placed by
Muslim extremists upon the author Salman

Rushdie and the intrusion of the press into the
life of the reclusive writer J. D. Salinger. The main
character, Bill Gray, is a solitary, legendary novelist suffering from writer's block, and the opening
scene during which the Rev. Sun Myung Moon
conducts a wedding ceremony for thousands of
arranged marriages in Yankee Stadium-based
on a real event-is one of the most famous and
significant images in all of DeLillo's writing. In
many ways, the novel exemplifies the themes that
are most commonly associated with DeLillo: a
deep and fearful paranoia about the violent tendencies of late capitalistic America, the looming
presence of threats from Asia and the Middle
East-including terrorism and brainwashing,
and the diminishing abilities of literature to
change anything in our world for the better. He
writes in Mao II, "What terrorists gain, novelists
lose. The degree to which they influence mass
consciousness is the extent of our [the writers']
decline as shapers of sensibility and thought. The
danger they represent equals our own failure to
be dangerous:' Again, the predominant mood is
fear and disillusionment ("the future belongs to
crowds;' he warns us), the tone toward darkness
and very black humor. For my students, born and
raised on Comedy Central, South Park, and the
Coen Brothers, Mao II is the novel that I have
found most useful in the classroom: it is a good
read, it is filled with memorable images, and it is
quintessentially DeLillo.
The final novel produced by DeLillo prior to
9/11 is considered by many to be his finest. In
1997, six years beyond Mao II and after exhaustive research, DeLillo broke cover with his long
awaited eleventh novel, the epic Cold War history Underworld. The book was widely heralded
as a masterpiece, with many critics hailing it
as the great achievement of a great American
writer. After re-reading it in 2010, over ten years
after its publication, DeLillo commented that
Underworld "made me wonder whether I would
be capable of that kind of writing now-the range
and scope of it. There are certain parts of the
book where the exuberance, the extravagance, I
don't know, the overindulgence ... There are city
scenes in New York that seem to transcend reality in a certain way" (Caesar 2010). He told me,
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"Underworld wanted to be a monster. And I'm

not exaggerating when I say there was nothing I
could do about it. And I followed it for five years,
and it was both challenging and rewarding." And
the massive work load paid off: Underworld,
many concluded, was the literary culmination of
DeLillo's work.
But it was hardly the end of DeLillo's meditations on terror and paranoia. It was not even, as
some have suggested, the final great work of his
so-called "major" period. Along came 9/11, which
hit very close to home for DeLillo and affected
some of his family members. His novel Falling

"What terrorists gain, novelists
lose. The degree to which they
influence mass consciousness
is the extent of our decline as
shapers of sensibility and thought.
The danger they represent equals
our own failure to be dangerous."

Man (2007) must be reckoned as one of the most

powerful tales of that fateful day yet produced
by an American. DeLillo first grappled with the
implications of 9/11 in an essay for Harper's, "In
the Ruins of the Future;' published just months
after the disaster in 2001. DeLillo claims there that
"People running for their lives are part of the story
that is left to us .... the cellphones, the lost shoes,
the handkerchiefs mashed in the faces of running
men and women:' He believes that, for the artist,
such concrete images must take precedence over
politics, history, and religion. "The writer tries to
give memory, tenderness, and meaning to all that
howling space" (DeLillo 2001).
A focus on that "howling space" is signaled
in the opening line of Falling Man: "It was not a
street anymore but a world, a time and space of
falling ash and near night:' The novel does feature a character, Hammad, who is one of the 9I 11
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hijackers. But the story is not so much about international intrigue, as Mao II and The Names (1982)
often were, as it is about the inhabitants of the
actual Ground Zero: the real New Yorkers on the
ground, or nearby, as DeLillo himself was on that
day. In an interview in Guernica, he explained:
I did not want to write a novel that had
a great deal of political sweep. With the
terrorist [Hammad], I wanted to trace
the evolution of one individual's passage from an uninvolved life to one that
becomes deeply committed to a grave act
of terror. And that's what I did. Not that
I planned this beforehand. I mean, what
I do, almost always, is I just start writing
and through a character arrive at a sense
of an overarching scheme, perhaps,
under which he moves. With Hammad,
I wanted to try to imagine how a man
might begin as a secular individual and
then discover religion, always through
the power of deep companionship with
other men. This is the force that drives
him. Ultimately it's not religion, it's not
politics and it's not history. It's a kind
of blood bond with other men. And the
intensity of a plot, which narrows the
worlds enormously and makes it possible
for men to operate without a sense of the
innocent victims they plan to destroy.
(quoted in Binelli 2007)
In my own discussions with DeLillo about
Falling Man, he went into much further detail:

For New Yorkers, of course, it was a
completely devastating event. And on
the day it happened: I have a nephew,
he and his wife and their two daughters lived a block away from the World
Trade Center. And eventually, after many
attempts, I was able to reach him on the
phone. He hadn't yet left for work, his
wife hadn't yet left for work. And they
didn't know what had happened. They
had no idea what the explosion signified.
Their windows were immediately black-

ened by dust and debris, and along with
other people on their floor of the building, they moved into the stairwell behind
steel fire doors. And when we spoke on
the phone, this is what he reported to
me, and of course I reported to him what
I knew, from the television coverage. So
there is the overwhelming disaster and
then the personal drama.
Eventually, hours later, the police
showed up at the house and led all the
people behind the doors, the entire seventh floor I suppose, including many
children-led them off to safety. Well,
not exactly to safety. Led them down the
stairs into a world of dirt and rubble, in
which it was very hard to see two feet in
front of your face. And they carried the
kids with coats over their heads north
to safety. And so this of course colored
my experience of the event, and shortly
afterward I managed to get access to
what was called the frozen zone, the
area below Canal Street. I just wanted to
walk around and see what it looked like,
and it was an overwhelming experience
of empty streets, occasionally a squad
of soldiers going by or a police vehicle,
and then the barrier of chain-link fence
around what came to be called Ground
Zero.
I wrote an essay about the experience, including the experience my
nephew and his family were involved in,
which appeared toward the end of that
year. I had no idea of writing a novel,
none whatsoever. And then I was struck
by another visual idea: a photograph of a
man in a suit and a tie, carrying a briefcase, and he was covered with dust and
soot. And I just had to follow it. I had
another idea, for a completely different
novel, and this man in effect, in the photograph, walked right through it. And it
occurred to me soon after that the briefcase he was carrying didn't belong to
him. And that's where the idea started,
with a question concerning who owned

the briefcase. And I was determined not
to write a tactful novel about September
11. I didn't want a novel that happens
somewhere in the vast distance, in which
the event is just alluded to. I wanted a
novel that goes into the towers and that
goes into one of the hijacked planes. And
so that's what I did.
That's what he did, all right. In Falling Man,
DeLillo gives us an inside view of the tragedy,
from close up, even rubbing our noses in it a little

bit. The narration forces us to breathe in some of
the sooty air, flecked with human remains and
charred steel. And the upshot of the novel seems
to be captured in the title: the spiritual overtones
suggest the fall of man, and the falling of the towers suggests the fall of Western civilization, with
echoes of the fall of the Tower of Babel. Thus the
novel is populated with people walking about
in dazed confusion, bewildered office workers
stumbling down hundreds and hundreds of stairs
toward some ambiguous notion of safety, emerging into dirty sunlight, gasping for breath. The
sheer variety of language gestures toward lost
meanings while failing to capture it. Vision is
murky, survivors failing to see.
Above all, the title evokes the sheer horror of
human bodies falling hundreds of feet into the
pavement. The falling of those bodies, the novel
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shows us, is later mimicked by performance artists, one of whom calls himself the "falling man."
This odd character goes from place to place in
the disheveled city, rehearsing the sordid image
of humans plummeting to earth. Grotesquely,
such were the images we all confronted on the
network news shows, repeated over and over,
images we all hypnotically failed to keep our eyes
off: the mechanical reproduction of horror, and
the fall of man into-what, precisely?
Falling Man reminds us that DeLillo excels at
the creation of these grand, tonal pictures, blurry
yet somehow almost beautiful. His best work
trains our helpless gaze upon our slow, postimperial fall into-what, precisely? Whatever it

is, reading DeLillo's novels can be a deeply terrorizing experience; novels fit for the Age of Terror.
Perhaps DeLillo is the dark Monet of American
decline, and Falling Man his late, dazzling waterlily of a novel. ;-

Harold K. Bush is Professor of English at
Saint Louis University and author, most
recently, of Lincoln in His Own Time
(University of Iowa, 2011 ).
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The Christian Right and the Tea Party
A Writing and Righting of History
Joe Creech

F

EW PHENOMENA IN AMERICAN POLITICS

over the past forty years have received
more attention in the popular media
than the Christian Right. From the time of its
rise in the late 1970s, through Pat Robertson's
1988 presidential campaign and the emergence
of the Christian Coalition in the 1990s, to the
2008 vice presidential candidacy of Pentecostal
Christian Sarah Palin, this movement has been
the subject of constant scrutiny from the media
and academia. There has never been a shortage
of prognostications of the movement's success or
defeat, of triumphant claims about its prospects,
of apocalyptic warnings over its perils, or even of
simple hand-wringing and finger wagging.
The Tea Party, which emerged after the
2008 elections, is receiving nearly the same level
of attention, in part because this new movement appears connected to the Christian Right.
Although the Tea Party's main political grievances
have to do with levels of government spending
and taxation, and it is not explicitly religious in
its political agenda, the movement has much in
common with the Christian Right. Rep. Michele
Bachmann, a Tea Party favorite for the Republican
nomination for president in 2012, attended the
Coburn School of Law at Oral Roberts University
where she studied Dominion Theology, and she
has talked about being influenced by the writings of conservative Christian theologian Francis
Schaeffer (Lizza 2011). Texas Governor Rick
Perry, another candidate supported by the Tea
Party, attended a Christian mega-rally in August
2011 where participants were asked to pledge
their obedience to Jesus (Posner 2011).

Yet the strength of the connections between
the Tea Party and Christian Right are unclear.
Are the people turning out at Tea Party rallies the
same people who have supported the Christian
Right over the last forty years? Is the Tea Party's
opposition to taxes and government spending
logically connected to the Christian Right's opposition to abortion and support for school prayer?
Missing from all the media noise has been a sustained historical investigation of the fundamental
motivations and outlook of the Christian Right,
and that absence leaves us unable to understand
either its continued influence or its connections
to the Tea Party. Even Jill Lepore's In the Whites
of Their Eyes: The Tea Party's Revolution and the
Battle over American History (2011), which offers
a close reading of the Tea Party's understanding
and appropriation of early American history,
sheds little light on its historical relationship to its
immediate antecedents on the far right or to the
Christian Right of the 1980s and 1990s.
Fortunately, three new studies point us in the
direction such scholarship might take. Marking a
new generation ofhistorical work on the Christian
Right, recent books by Darren Dochuk, Bethany
Moreton, and Daniel K. Williams are certain to
become the new standards in the historical literature on this subject. Their achievements are built
on the work of a first generation of interpretations that included Michael Lienesch's Redeeming
America: Piety and Politics in the New Christian
Right (1993) and William Martin's With God on
Our Side (1996). Additionally, these three new
books have incorporated several more recent and
important studies of American Evangelicalism
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into their narratives such as the work of Joel
Carpenter (1997), works on southern religion and
race in the twentieth century by scholars such as
Paul Harvey (2005), Barry Hankins (2002), and
David Chappell (2004), as well as works covering political mobilization in the Sunbelt by Lisa
McGirr (2002) and Steven Miller (2009) .
This first generation of scholarship established
a narrative, exemplified by Martin's With God on
Our Side, that went something like this: After the
1925 Scopes Monkey Trial, Fundamentalists faced
scorn from without and disarray from within. In

After 1984, historians' reigning
narrative on the Christian Right
becomes one of declension for
the Christian Right itself, as
movement members quickly
became dissatisfied with the
token bones tossed to them by
Reagan and the GOP.
such a state, they retreated from the public and
political spheres and focused instead on building
their own subculture and maintaining personal
piety. They kept a long period of political silence,
only springing back up like a jack-in-the-box
from time to time. Incidents of temporary political mobilization-such as the anti-communist
movements of the 1950s and 1960s, opposition to
the candidacy of Catholic John F. Kennedy, Barry
Goldwater's 1964 presidential campaign, and
Richard Nixon's "southern strategy" of 1968 and
1972-developed conservative political-religious
networks and a conservative voting base in the
Sunbelt. In the 1970s, conservative Christians
began to perceive more ominous threats to religion
and family in the form of Supreme Court decisions that outlawed school prayer (Engel v Vitale,
1962) and legalized abortion (Roe v Wade, 1973),
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment (ERA),
and the teaching of evolution and sex education
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in public schools. Recognizing an opportunity,
conservative political activists like Paul Weyrich
of The Heritage Foundation used the emerging
networks to create a new nationwide political
movement. This movement's new leaders, such as
Jerry Falwell at the Moral Majority, wove these ills
into a jeremiad of God's displeasure with his chosen nation, a jeremiad that identified the enemy
in the land as "secular humanism" and called on
Fundamentalists to make common cause, even
with Roman Catholics, in order to defeat it. In
1980, the movement stormed the national political
scene in support of Ronald Reagan's presidential
campaign.
But after 1984, the historians' reigning narrative on the Christian Right becomes one of
declension for the Christian Right itself, as movement members quickly became dissatisfied with
the token bones tossed to them by Reagan and
the GOP. The failure to achieve passage of any
substantial "values" legislation during the Reagan
administration and Pat Robertson's ill-advised
presidential run in 1988 pushed the Christian
Right into decline and disarray. In the 1990s, the
primary advocacy group for the Christian RightRalph Reed's Christian Coalition-focused on
local politics with only occasional forays onto
the national political scene. The Christian Right's
failure to remove Bill Clinton from office in 1996
appeared to mark its demise, and this is where
much of the literature on the movement ends. Or
so the story has been told.
The three works under review here enhance,
enlarge, and complicate this narrative in at least
five ways. First, they challenge the chronology of
the Christian Right by pushing the beginning of
the movement back to as early as the 1920s and by
showing that it remained at full strength through
the 2008 elections. To push the narrative back,
these authors rely especially on Joel Carpenter's
Revive Us Again (1997), which demonstrates that,
rather than disappearing after the Scopes Trial in
1925, Fundamentalists regrouped and built an
educational and media empire that would eventually sustain a strong upsurge of Evangelical public
activity in the post-war period, exemplified by the
fierce anti-communism of folks like Billy James
Hargis and the popularity and political influence

of Billy Graham. These books add, however, that
movement in facilitating rapprochement between
not only did these Fundamentalists (some of
Charismatic Catholics and Evangelicals and in
whom began calling themselves "Evangelicals")
providing a politicized cadre of baby-boomer,
Jesus People foot soldiers for the movement. This
establish educational and media empires, they
also remained politically active. These three works
focus on Charismatics, and especially the Jesus
thus stress the continuities between the crusading
People movement of Southern California, again
Fundamentalism of the 1920s and the Christian
points to that region as the Christian Right's point
of origin.
Right that emerged after 1976. Moreover, Williams
Finally, these books explain the importance
and Moreton extend their analysis through the
of a decades long negotiation of race and voting
1990s Christian Coalition era and past the year
that resulted in a discourse
2000 and, in doing so, revise
about racial issues that was
if not overturn the postattractive to everyone from
1984 declension narrative. In
Sunbelt moderates to confact, Evangelical support as
servative white supremacists.
a percentage of the vote for
These works confirm the role
Republican candidates was
never higher than in 2008.
played by Nixon's 1968 and
1972 campaigns in bringSecond, although the
Christian Right has been
ing conservative southerners
associated with the Sunbelt,
who might have supported
these works, drawing on Lisa
George Wallace together with
McGirr's work (2002), demwhite moderates by using a
OWN PARTY
screening discourse of "law
onstrate beyond a doubt that
and order" or "color blindSouthern California was the
THE MAKING OrTHE
HRISTIAN
RJGH
ness:' This discourse was
incubation chamber for the
based on lessons derived
Christian Right that spread
DA.NI£1 K. WilLIAM
from Goldwater's 1964 camacross the Sunbelt after 1968.
paign and from Ronald
Conservative political strateReagan's 1966 gubernatorial
gies in Southern California
that grew out of labor strife in
campaign.
the 1940s, anticommunism in the 1950s, and the
Goldwater presidential and Reagan gubernatorial
n God's Own Party, Daniel K. Williams offers
the most comprehensive and readable general
campaigns in the 1960s provided a blueprint for
history of the Christian Right since Martin's
the strategies, tactics, and ethos of the late 1970s
With
God on our Side (1996). Williams's new
Christian Right.
Third, Moreton explicitly, and Dochuk and
book will likely supplant Martin's as the standard
introduction into the movement's history for
Williams implicitly, identify free-market ideals as
a central feature-possibly the central feature-of
general readers and scholars. God's Own Party is
"top-down" history in which we follow preachers,
the Christian Right. In fact, it might be possible
politicians, and power brokers as they strategize
to argue that free-market ideals were even more
important than abortion, school prayer, the ERA,
and plot. Moreton and Dochuk nicely complement Williams's work with their "bottom-up"
or liberal text books, as they became the sinhistories that explain mobilization at the grassews that connected together political activists,
roots level. Williams is also interested in the life
Evangelical educational institutions, moderate
and influence of ideas throughout this period and
Republican operatives, and a large, wealthy, donor
the complicated motives that pushed conservative
base.
Christians to the GOP. This emphasis on leaders
Fourth, all three books note the central role
and ideas can sometimes leave readers frustrated,
played by the Charismatic or Nee-Pentecostal

GOD'S
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as when Williams writes that "Evangelicals'
heightened concern about abortion was largely
due to the influence of Francis Schaeffer and his
son, Franky" (207), but does not further explain
this influence.
But such problems are minor and do not
detract from the strength and clarity of Williams's
narrative, which not only extends our understanding of the movement's history from the 1920s to
2008, but also organizes the material around two
primary arguments. The first, already implied, is
to stress the intellectual and institutional continuity of the Christian Right from the 1920s through
the 2000s. The Christian Right of the 1970s and
1980s should not, Williams argues, be understood
as a response to a specific set of social, political,
and cultural phenomena (abortion, ERA, etc.) but
as an historically contingent expression of ongoing Christian, especially Protestant, engagement
in the political sphere. The Christian Right was
not a jack-in-the-box.
Williams's second, and more important, argument is a simple but game-changing observation:
although conservative Christians were active
politically (and in many cases, very active) from
the 1920s through the late 1960s, for a variety of
reasons they could not decisively influence one
of the two major parties. So while conservative
Protestants never retreated from political activity after Scopes, the emergence of the Christian
Right in the 1970s demonstrated their concerted and successful effort, along with those
of other conservative Christians, to control the
fortunes of a single party. In the process, conservative Christians (especially Protestants) became
Republican partisans, and the GOP became the
party of conservative Christianity-an arrangement that shows no sign of diminishing.
To forge such partisan unity, conservative
Christians had to do two things. First, they had to
overcome the internal institutional and theological
fissures among moderate Evangelicals (of the Billy
Graham stripe), Fundamentalists, Pentecostals,
and Roman Catholics (and Mormons, too, but they
get little attention in these works). Second, they
had to finish fighting the Civil War, as up through
the 1960s the most solidly Protestant region in the
nation was the solidly Democratic South. As long
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as white supremacy in the South bound white voters to the Democratic Party or to segregationist
third parties, unity around a national party based
on religion would be impossible.
The first two-thirds of God's Own Party
narrates how Evangelical ministers, conservative operatives, and Republican Party strategists
accomplished these twin tasks. Williams begins
by documenting the political activism of Fundamentalists from the 1920s to the late 1950s.
Fundamentalists like Bob Jones Jr., John R. Rice,
Jerry Falwell, Billy James Hargis along with
Evangelicals like Graham and those associated
with the National Association of Evangelicals
agitated against vice, drink, Catholics, and communism. The campaign against communism
was particularly successful in promoting ideas
and establishing networks that brought together
Fundamentalists and Evangelicals, both of whom,
Williams asserts, built strong connections with
the Eisenhower White House. The rise of the Civil
Rights Movement, however, short circuited this
cooperation as moderates, who supported Brown
and desegregation, split from Fundamentalists
like Falwell who opposed it. Fundamentalists
also supported Goldwater in 1964, a candidate
toward whom moderate Evangelicals had a mixed
response.
Steady rapprochement between Evangelicals
and Fundamentalists and among Protestants,
Catholics, and Pentecostals occurred between
1964 and 1976 for two reasons. First, as mentioned
earlier, Nixon's "southern strategy" recognized
the potential to unify southern whites around
the GOP. Evangelicals and Fundamentalists on
both sides of the Mason and Dixon line largely
supported Nixon in 1968 and did so overwhelmingly in 1972, as he appealed to a "silent majority"
seeking "law and order:' Second, "culture war"
issues of school prayer, textbooks, sex education,
abortion, feminism, and gay rights brought these
factions together by bifurcating political options
into moral-versus-immoral choices. Through this
culture-war gestalt, even a "born again" Jimmy
Carter could be seen a threat to God's chosen
people because of his ambivalence on abortion
or support for ERA, while Fundamentalists
could join arm-in-arm with "whore-of-Babylon"

Catholics or "demon-possessed" Pentecostals if
that meant preserving the nation. In addition,
Williams points out the importance of freemarket ideals promoted especially by Protestant
ministers, like Bill Bright of Campus Crusade for
Christ, who built networks linking free-market
think tanks, Evangelical universities, political
activists, and deep-pocketed donors. Throughout
Williams's work, the degree to which purportedly
non-partisan ministers like Bright worked behind
the scenes with Republican
and free- market operatives
is fascinating. His finding
that the Campus Crusade
for Christ's Expo '72 revival
meeting in Dallas was orchestrated in part to build support
for Nixon is revealing.
The turning point in
Williams's narrative is the
1976 election. Many evangelicals were deeply dissatisfied
with Carter, partly for his
Playboy interview during the
campaign and partly for consistently being on the wrong
side of culture-war issues. But
the real story of this election,
as confirmed by Dochuk,
W. W. Norton
is the mobilization of religious conservatives behind
Ronald Reagan's failed campaign for the GOP
presidential nomination-a campaign that tested
strategies and established networks that eventually
led to success in 1980. For the years 1978 to 1988,
Williams's story mostly follows Martin's, focusing on the formation of the Moral Majority, the
Christian Right's support for Reagan in 1980 and
1984, and Pat Robertson's ill-advised presidential run. Williams's narrative, however, continues
past 1988 and on through 2008. Frustration with
George H. W Bush and opposition to Bill Clinton
in the 1990s brought increasing civil disobedience
by the likes of Operation Rescue on the one hand
and "guerilla" tactics by the Christian Coalition
on the other. Although the Christian Right failed
to remove Clinton from office, Williams treats the
Clinton impeachment as a temporary setback. He

argues that George W Bush was the first candidate
who was truly one of the Christian Right's "own:'
The Christian Right, in Williams's telling, was as
strong as ever in the 2008 election.
here Williams narrates from the top
down, Darren Dochuk fills in the
details at the grassroots level to explain
exactly how the ideas of a Billy Graham, a James
Dobson, or a Jerry Falwell found ears, hands, feet,
and ultimately votes for the
Republican Party across the
Sunbelt. While both narratives fit together remarkably
well, there is a notable difference in the cast of characters.
In Williams's book, Francis
Schaeffer's ideas about abortion and secular humanism
played a significant role in
mobilizing the Christian
Right, but for Dochuk
Schaeffer does not even warrant an entry in the index.
Rather, Dochuk's index is populated by mid-level operatives,
ministers,
entrepreneurs,
and Okie/Arkie migrants to
Southern California.
& Co., 2011
The
importance
of
Dochuk's stellar work is not
only in locating the birth of the Christian Right
in Southern California but also in explaining why
it spread when it did and how it spread across the
Sunbelt. Moreover, he explains the genesis of the
Christian Right's unique ethos and worldview in a
particular time and place, with nuanced attention
to subtle shifts in attitudes, outlooks, and behaviors in Southern California. Indeed, this work is
so artfully textured that any attempt to summarize
can hardly do it justice.
The first half of Dochuk's work explains the
evolution of a worldview and ethos that settled
into place in Southern California by 1966 but that
originated in the American "western South" of
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, southern Missouri,
and Louisiana. Drawing especially on the work
of James Gregory (1989), Dochuk follows the
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folkways of these migrants to the industrial sectors
of Southern California from the 1920s through the
1940s.
Dochuk focuses on four aspects of this ethos
and worldview that were especially pertinent.
First, these migrants were political populists,
meaning they valued freedom of conscience, government by popular decree, and the sanctity of the
local community. Second, they were devoted to a
brand ofEvangelical religion, which Dochuk terms
"Texas theologY:' that was busy, vocal, combative,
and entrepreneurial. Third, they preached and
practiced a gospel of wealth that sanctified selfreliant, egalitarian free enterprise. Finally, they
were white supremacists, beholden to the racial
mores of the western South, a region that had far
fewer African Americans than the Southeast but
that never questioned segregation in church and
society as anything other than God-ordained.
In perhaps the most groundbreaking aspect
of the book, Dochuk narrates the religious, economic, and political transformation of these
migrants and all of Southern California in a
process that lasted from the 1940s to the 1960s.
Religiously and economically, western southerners prospered, essentially "southernizing" the
region as they established churches, businesses,
and educational institutions large and small.
Here, Dochuk focuses frequently on the connections between free enterprise to higher education
(a finding that Williams and Moreton also stress)
as a central feature of the developing conservative political mindset that emerged by the middle
of the 1960s and that provided avenues for funding in later political campaigns. Business leaders
and ministers cooperated to establish institutes in
colleges like Pepperdine University, John Brown
University in Arkansas, and Harding University
in Missouri that legitimized and spread freemarket principles across the Sunbelt.
The lion's share of Dochuk's attention,
however, is focused on a process of political transformation that involved southernizing California's
Republican Party and developing an affinity among Southern Californians for the GOP.
Dochuk is careful to note how the unique political situation in California, especially its structures
of direct democracy and its economy rooted in
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the defense industry, contributed to this process. When they first arrived, these western
South migrants were political independents who
more or less supported the New Deal and the
Democratic Party, though they gravitated toward
the more radical policies associated with Huey
Long. Their shift from Democratic-leaning populists to Republicans began when they clashed with
liberal progressives in unions, in the press, and in
California politics, all of whom were allied with
the state's Democratic Party. The flashpoints were
the western southerners' support for the "Ham
and Eggs" campaign of 1940s-a Huey-Long type
pension plan for the elderly-and their opposition
to unionization. These often bloody tussles effectively severed western southern migrants from
the Democratic Party. At about the same time,
western southerners took up the cause against
communism, a three-fold threat to direct democracy, Christianity, and free enterprise. Mobilized
by entrepreneurs, preachers, and Republican politicians, these western southerners were drawn
to Republican hawks who opposed Democrats
deemed "soft on Communism" and who promoted
the dominant defense industry in the region.
For Dochuk, as well as for Williams, this anticommunist phase of the story comes to a climax
with the strong support southern Californians
gave Goldwater in 1964, not only for his anticommunism, but also for his opposition to
federally-mandated integration. Goldwater's failure in the 1964 general election, however, provided
a critical lesson about the limits of conservative
organization around racism and fear-lessons
taken to heart in Ronald Reagan's gubernatorial race of 1966. Winning under the banner of
a "creative, color-blind conservatism;' Reagan's
strategists appealed to the populist, Christian, and
free-market ethos of a now southernized Southern
California, while avoiding the negativity and more
overt segregationism of the Goldwater campaign.
This winning formula provided the blueprint not
only for Nixon in 1968 and 1972, but eventually
for Reagan's presidential campaign in 1980.
In narrating the events between 1968 and
1980, Dochuk generally follows Williams's and
Martin's narratives, while adding some important
new details. These include the importance of a

series of "pro-family" propositions in California
as a testing ground for "social issue" legislation, the importance of Tim LaHaye and James
Dobson-both western southerners in Southern
California-in the development of the Christian
Right, and the importance ofNeo-Pentecostals or
Charismatics as well as "Jesus Movement" baby
boomers as grassroots activists. Dochuk also
identifies the spirited, though often overlooked,
presence of an Evangelical
Left, typified by Jim Wallis
of Sojourners (a subject of
neglect soon to be remedied
by David Swartz's forth coming work).

To Serve God and Wal-Mart is organized
around three primary objectives: (1) explaining
how Wal- Mart established its global dominance by
first establishing dominance in the western South;
(2) explaining how that dominance in the western
South shaped the work habits and political views
of women in that region, and (3) explaining how
Wal-Mart's dominance connected to or influenced
the way voters in the region overwhelmingly valued free- market ideals that
demonized federal regulation, Keynesian economics,
and labor unions and that
pushed voters toward the
GOP.
Taking first the story of
hile
Dochuk's
Wal-Mart's regional dominance, Moreton points out
story centers
that, to accomplish its busievents in Southern
California, Bethany Moreton
ness goals of guaranteeing
low prices though high volnarrates a contemporaneume sales and low wages
ous drama occurring in the
for their mostly female
region that these western
employees, Wal-Mart had
southerners had left behind.
Although Moreton's work is
to overcome deep southern Evangelical animosity
not directly about political
toward chain stores, women
mobilization, it offers a thick
Harvard University Press, 2009
working outside the home,
description of the values and
habits of the folks in the westand conspicuous consumpern South who ushered Reagan into the White
tion. To overcome the animosity toward chain
stores, Sam Walton crafted an ideal Moreton
House and whose voting patterns transformed
the GOP. In doing so, she corroborates much in
terms "Corporate Populism" that would appeal
Dochuk's rendering of this ethos, thus confirming
to the egalitarian, localist populism that Dochuk
the presence and persistence-through political,
identifies. Populists were especially suspicious
educational, and religious institutions, networks,
of outside intervention in the local economy,
and folkways-of a common set of Sun belt politiwhether the intervention came from Washington,
DC, from labor unions, from outside investors,
cal assumptions. If the connection between
or "carpet-bagger" capitalists like the owners of
Wal-Mart and the Christian Right-what she
identifies as "the link between value shoppers and
large chain stores. Walton succeeded in appealvalues voters" -initially seems strained, Moreton
ing to such sentiments by keeping investment in
Wal-Mart local (local banks and stock options for
convinces us otherwise. For example, she notes
its management), by choosing sites that would
that 85 percent of regular Wal-Mart shoppers
not appear to compete with small "mom and
voted for George W Bush in 2004 (1). Ralph
pop" businesses, and by crafting his own image as
Reed's famous quip that, "if you want to reach the
Christian population on Sunday, you do it from
a modest Horatio Alger who drove a pickup truck
the church pulpit. .. if you want to reach them on
and showed up at his stores to bag groceries.
Saturday, you do it in Wal-Mart;' is affirmed in
The crux ofthe book, however, is Moreton's disMoreton's work.
cussion of how Wal-Mart overcame conservative
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Christian objection to women working outside
the home and to conspicuous consumption. In
order to coax women out of the home and into
Wal-Mart as cashiers and as consumers, Walton
created a home-away-from-home, a domesticated retail space that reproduced a paternalistic
authority structure with male managers practicing "servant leadership" in a "wholesome"
environment. In short, Wal-Mart became a surrogate family. Furthermore, to counter Evangelical
objections to conspicuous consumption, Walton
preached the idea that "saving money" by buying in bulk at low prices was an ethical injunction
bordering on the biblical. One-stop shopping in
bulk led to more time at home with the family
and more money to support that family. Saving
money by shopping at Wal-Mart became a
Christian virtue ultimately benefitting the family,
the church, and the nation. As Moreton puts it,
"Wal-Mart learned to revalue shopping as a selfless service to the family, and service in turn as a
sacred calling" ( 10 1).
It isn't hard, then, to see how this nexus of
family values, consumption, and free market
economics connected to the worldview of values
voters in the 1970s and beyond-especially to that
of the "kitchen-table activists" so important to
the GOP. Moreton also makes many of the same
connections Dochuk does between entrepreneurs like Walton and the numerous Evangelical,
free-enterprise institutions critical to GOP success in the Sunbelt, such as the institutes at John
Brown University and Harper University and
student organizations such as "Students for Free
Enterprise:' These connections tied Wal-Mart,
which invested heavily in such activities, to a
growing network of potential GOP donors and
free enterprise activists and lobbyists. It also kept
free-market ideas at the fore of the movement
and reinforced a growing concern that the federal
deficit and federal "waste" were inimical to virtues
preached at church on Sundays and Wal-Mart on
Saturdays.
There are times in To Serve God and Wal-Mart
when causal connections seem tenuous at best,
but if we read Moreton's book less as depicting
the way Wal-Mart transformed the region (which
the book tends to do at times) and more as a thick
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description of cultural negotiations taking place
in the Sunbelt, there is much insight to be gained.
Wal-Mart, indeed, is a great stage on which to see
these negotiations taking place.
Taken together, then, all three works push us
to reconsider the chronological and cultural context of the Christian Right, and all three point to
free-market ideals as just as important, if not perhaps more important, than issues like abortion,
school prayer, and feminism in shaping the aims
and ethos of the Christian Right. If this is correct, these works are potential starting points for
understanding the relationship between the Tea
Party and the Christian Right. t

Joe Creech is Program Director of the Lilly
Fellows Program in Humanities and the Arts
at Valparaiso University.
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I
LIGHTS ACROSS THE SNOW
(Seward, Nebraska)
I!

Lights across the snow tell me I'm passing Rolfsmeier's farm
to be sold at auction today. The old horse doesn't know
he's promised to me and will not have to work anymore.
The wagon he pulled is frozen in its ruts and they will break it loose
after Chet Shank yells "SOLD" to the man on the Milford Road.

I!I•

I

Ii

William will tip his chair back on the porch and watch the auction
and suck his teeth. He says after it's over he'll drive down the lane
to the highway and turn right to his sister's in Moorhead, Minnesota,
or left to Albuquerque, where a single lady works the pass-through
at a truck stop and gave him refills. His children threaten to stop
him if he turns left.

i'
I!

I will skip the auction and his kids telling him what to do and where
he should die. When they start to argue about who gets the farm,
he will go out the back door and get in the old truck I hid in the Wild
Plum orchard, a map of New Mexico on the windshield.
I would like to see them pause in the bidding to watch an old truck
bounce across the garden to the highway, a broken taillight
winking on and off in the falling snow, going south.

ll

J. T. Ledbetter
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Somewhere on the
Road to Freedom
Frederick Niedner

A

T THE HEART OF VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY'S

public statement of identity and mission
stands a phrase that describes a necessary pre-requisite, perhaps even a foundation, for
a church-related institution of higher learning,
namely "the Lutheran tradition of scholarship,
freedom, and faith:' These days, as the various Lutheran bodies in the United States grow
ever smaller and more distant from each other,
many at Valparaiso want very much to assist the
Lutherans in this country, and perhaps elsewhere,
to find both common ground for shared ministry
and a more clearly communicable notion of what
it means to be Lutheran in today's world.
Folks with such aspirations should know
how large a stone they hope to push up a steep,
old hill. Although one could say this of any
Christian group, Lutherans have rarely agreed in
circles wider than their own families about what
it means to be Lutheran. Indeed, the Formula
of Concord of 1580, the last of the foundational
"confessions" of the Lutheran Reformation, even
as it presumes to settle a score of controversies
that had wracked the Reformation churches of
Europe, seems, at the same time, to predict that
more such disputes will inevitably arise and that
whatever future this movement might have will
include plenty of fighting.
At Valparaiso University, we occasionally
remind ourselves that the Lutheran Reformation
grew, at least partly, out of the ferment of! earning
that went on in a university, most particularly the
emperor's new university at Wittenberg where
Martin Luther and Philip Melanchthon served
as young faculty members. We hope that uni-

versities today, including ours, can continue to
serve as places where the continual reformation a
healthy church requires draws some of its energy.
Although Valparaiso University has always been
an independent university, not owned or operated by any Lutheran church body, it sees itself
as intimately connected to the church. It needs
the church, most particularly because its thriving
depends in part on having students in whom the
church has formed a baptismal identity. Much
of the time, however, the churches act as if they
do not need a university. While they may need
training institutions and programs of indoctrination and professional formation, it often seems
they do not want their young people studying
where no questions lie out of bounds.
In what ways do Lutherans today see themselves as beneficiaries of scholarship and the
scholarly life? In what ways do Lutherans see
themselves as free? Do Lutherans who repeat the
shibboleth about "faith alone" really live by faith,
or by something else? For almost seven decades I
have lived among and watched Lutherans closely.
The history I have witnessed and shared suggests
that we Lutherans have a complex relationship
with the rhetoric by which we publicly identify
ourselves. Like most others in the world, our
walk does not consistently match our talk.
onsider this story-one quite typical for
my generation, I would wager.
The Nebraska town in which I grew
up had three churches, two Lutheran congregations and one Roman Catholic parish the size of
the Lutheran groups combined. In those Cold
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War days, relations between the Lutherans and
Catholics had all the warmth of those between
Washington and Moscow. Parents whose offspring married someone from the other side
spoke of having lost a child and wondered openly
about the errant youth's salvation.
Despite the frosty veils between them, these
ecclesial communities served each other. St.
Mary's parish at the top of the hill supported a

We Lutherans have a complex
relationship with the rhetoric
by which we publicly identify
ourselves. Like most others in
the world, our walk does not
consistently match our talk.

convent whose sisters staffed a Catholic elementary school, high school, and the region's only
hospital and "old folks' home:' Despite persistent rumors that the nuns secretly baptized as
Catholic every baby born in the hospital, the
Lutherans were grateful to have excellent healthcare so close to home.
Except for certain merchants, the Lutherans
didn't do much for the Catholics, but the two
congregations, one Missouri Synod and the other
part of the old American Lutheran Church, performed an invaluable service for each other. On
paper, the only difference between them had to
do with "lodges" or secret, fraternal organizations. The Missouri Synod forbade membership,
while the ALC congregation tolerated it. Since
there were no Shriners, Lions, Moose, Elks, or
anyone else with a secret handshake within sixty
miles, this distinction hardly seemed relevant.
Nevertheless, each congregation served as a
haven for refugees from the other. Whenever a
family feud boiled over, most often after a contested will, migration occurred between Grace
and St. Paul. The poor Catholics were simply
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stuck with each other when a fighting spirit
descended on one of their clans. Fissiparous
Lutherans could go their separate ways and consign each other to the vast, ecclesial dumping
ground called the "invisible church:'
Those of us who attended the Missouri
Synod congregation's parochial elementary
school learned all about Martin Luther and the
Reformation. Much of the rhetoric had to do
with grace, faith, work-righteousness, and freedom. So far as I could tell when comparing my
life to that of the Catholic kids in my neighborhood, Lutheran freedom consisted of not praying
with rosary beads and not having to go to confession. Of such foolishness we were free.
Mostly, however, being Lutheran involved
a host of obligations. We had to believe, for the
sake of our salvation, that the Bible was inerrant,
which in turn meant we had to believe as well
that the earth was created in six, twenty-fourhour days less than ten thousand years ago, that
a flood had once covered the entire planet to a
height that overwhelmed even Mount Everest,
and that at Joshua's command the sun had once
stood still in the sky for an entire day. Such feats of
belief proved difficult. My dad, a Missouri Synod
pastor, was also an amateur astronomer who
built his own telescopes and taught me the workings of the heavens. I had seen Jupiter's moons
and Saturn's rings and knew all about stars and
galaxies and the millions of light years between
us and some of them. The spiritual obligations
inherent in Lutheranism's official cosmology and
physics, coupled with language about salvation
by faith, led me to conclude that saving faith was
the ability to believe unbelievable things having
to do with physics, geology, and biology.
At the German-style gymnasium (high
school and two years of college) where my
pre-seminary studies commenced, my contemporaries learned a host of new obligations. We
endured stiff penalties for missing the morning
and evening chapel services that punctuated our
days as well as for walking on the grass instead
of the sidewalks, littering, or at any time being
less than eighteen inches from a student of the
opposite sex. One zealously righteous professor
roamed the campus with a yardstick he had cut

in half and occasionally measured the distance
between student couples who crossed his path.
Woe unto those he caught too close.
Nothing, however, approximated the strength
of the prohibition against dancing. The school
conducted "play party games;' which most others called "square dancing;' but strictly forbade
ballroom dancing and the various aerobic activities performed to the accompaniment of rock 'n
roll music. One Friday night, a faculty member
working late at his office witnessed two couples
dancing "sock hop" style in an empty classroom
to Doo-Wop music played on a transistor radio.
The four students were suspended for two weeks
and sent home. The next week, school officials
canceled a full day of classes and put the rest of
the student body through seminars conducted
by area clergy on the evils of dancing. One pastor sternly explained that dancing did not fall
into the category of behavior Lutherans identify
as "adiaphora;' that is, things that in themselves
are neither good nor evil, but might become one
or the other given the circumstances or motives
of those who engage in them. No, dancing was
purely immoral, an act of openly defiant sin, and
damnable. Another pastor informed us that in
the course of his ministry, he had never known
a married couple to dance who did not also later
end up divorced.
We received periodic reminders that we were
saved not by our works, but by grace, through
faith. Much more effectively, however, we learned
that we were saved by being right-right about
moral issues like dancing and right about biology, physics, and the age of the universe.
ventually, I would learn what an inconsistent and dis-integrated working theology
I had inherited. Teachers at the Missouri
Synod's Concordia Senior College and at its seminary in St. Louis taught us to read the scriptures
and the Lutheran confessional documents, along
with works like Luther's On Christian Liberty, in
ways that helped us discover for ourselves the
genuine freedom of the gospel of the crucified
Christ.
My aged, paternal grandfather, a retired
Missouri Synod pastor who lived not far from
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the seminary, served as my teacher, too. Like
so many old, lonely people do when memory
remains clear but one's body no longer allows
much activity, my grandfather brooded about
things he wished he had done differently, or
things he once had said but would now take back.
He, too, had pangs of conscience that started in a
story about dancing.
Soon after he graduated from the same
seminary I attended, while still in his twenties,
a young woman in the Kansas parish he served
died in a collision at a railroad crossing on her
way home from a dance. Despite the family's
devastation and despair, the elders of the congregation informed their young pastor that in his
funeral sermon, he would tell the congregation
that the young woman was now in hell. Such was
the consequence of dancing and not having time
to repent. "That's what I preached;' my grandfather told me, deep sadness in his voice, "but
I didn't even believe it myself as I said it, and I
hadn't the courage to defy my elders:' How often,
he whispered, he wished he could find that family and take back those words, preach to them the
true gospel, and remind them of God's promise
in that young woman's baptism.
Not until well into my seminary studies did the full brilliance and liberating quality
of Luther's distinction between law and gospel
become clear to me. God's law wasn't merely
rules, nor the gospel a source of dispensations
doled out to those who confessed and repented
of violating those rules. Rather, the law of God to
which the scriptures bear witness is the very righteousness of God that exposes us as hopelessly
selfish sinners and frauds with no righteousness
of our own whatsoever. Indeed, trying to keep the
rules we find within God's law only makes things
worse, as our tortured brother Paul, the apostle,
describes so well in Romans 7. In the words of a
Scandinavian theologian (whose name I cannot
recall) my late colleague David Truemper often
quoted, "God's law demands that we be the kind
of people who don't need God's law to demand
that we be that kind of people:'
Into that hell of hopelessly deepening alienation and indebtedness comes the crucified
Christ. He comes to preach, says 1 Peter 3:18-20,
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and from Martin Luther I learned that what he
proclaims is, "This place is undone. You are free.
Come with me:' That is the gospel, which Article
IV of the Apology to the Augsburg Confession
describes as the message that both honors the
death of Christ as totally necessary and fully sufficient for God's reconciliation with humankind
and also comforts penitent hearts rather than
casting them back on their own rightness as a
condition of that reconciliation.

Despite all our talk about
the freedom of the gospel,
we Lutherans still love the
confinement of rules and the
satisfaction of knowing that we
are right and others are wrong.

Even as I learned all that from teachers at
Concordia Seminary in St. Louis, the school was
under investigation for false teaching. By the
time I had finished some of my graduate studies there, the majority of the faculty members
were condemned first by church officials and
then by a church convention for teachings "not
to be tolerated in the church of God:' Instead of
teaching that the scriptures were law and gospel,
those who condemned them wanted the teachers
to teach that the scriptures were science and history. That is, they were supposed to teach that the
story in Genesis 2-3 not only exposes humankind as shamefully disobedient creatures bent on
being their own gods and covering their shame
with excuses and lies, but that all of Genesis 1-4 is
a transcript of something one could have caught
on videotape had such equipment been available
in 4004 BC. The investigators wanted additions
to the gospel, too. It would never do merely to
trust Christ's word of invitation and thus to have
the gift of righteousness. In addition, one must
believe that women cannot proclaim that message or serve in the role ofleading a congregation
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in acting out that word in the rites of baptism and
Holy Communion.
he Lutheran denominations of which I
have never been a member have their own
versions of these battles, and while they
may differ in some or even many details, they
appear to me as versions of the one I have witnessed my whole life. Despite all our talk about
the freedom of the gospel, we Lutherans still love
the confinement of rules and the satisfaction of
knowing that we are right and others are wrong.
We are willing in some general way to affirm that
all those others out there who call themselves
Christians and claim to put their trust in Christ
might actually be Christians and part of some
elusive, invisible church. But the only church we
really care about is our own club, the collection
of like-minded souls who follow our set of rules
and add-ons to the gospel. When we fight-and
we do love fighting-we almost never fight about
how effectively and truly we honor the death of
Christ or comfort penitent hearts. Instead, we
fight about keeping, or changing, our club rules.
In my decades of watching Lutherans, I have
also witnessed the gospel at work in powerful
ways, most often at funerals and in other crisis
moments in the lives of a community. I have
read in the family archives some of the funeral
sermons my grandfather preached in the years
after that fateful, God-forsaken preachment in
Kansas, and he consistently comforted families and friends with the gospel of the crucified
Christ who joins us, who reconciles us to God,
even in the places of our most awful cussedness
and despair. My father once told me that of all the
things required of him as a pastor, he felt most
capable at comforting the dying, conducting
funerals, and counseling the bereaved.
Those are the moments, of course, when the
only hope we have is the gospel, and even back in
the dark ages of my youth, I never heard a pastor
say at a funeral, "Well, at least old Herman, our
dearly departed, never danced:'
I have also witnessed Lutherans of all kinds
come together to respond in mercy and generosity when tragedy of large proportions strikes
somewhere in the world. Then, like the Catholics

T

and others, we don't ask whether you take
Genesis as history or science before we help you
find food and shelter, nor do we quiz you on the
Athanasian Creed as a condition for bandaging
your wounds.
I would love to believe that all of us Lutherans
could come together around the conviction that
we can do these two things very well and without fighting. We can console the frightened, the
dying, and those who mourn with the news of
the crucified Christ, and we can show mercy to
the battered and broken-all of them. In the first
of those we live out our freedom; in the second
we live out our vocations.

Officially, on paper, that is what it means
to be Lutheran. To all else besides those things
we cling only loosely, and study carefully, with
as many questions as we can think of as a university community that draws its charter in part
from values like scholarship, freedom, and faith.
Maybe our efforts can help. 't

Frederick Niedner is Professor of Theology
at Valparaiso University.
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LANDSCAPE: A WINTER STILL LIFE
The wicker chair,
lacy white-on-white,
sits fixed and frozen
on runners
like a Victorian sled.
At the foot
a flurry of past footfalls
is etched in loose snow.
The high horizon where
house, trees, outbuildings
do not slide
but stay in place
tilts right,
under a trapezoid
ofblue-gray sky.
Drifted snow
sleeps
in plowed contours
that are reverse esses
while straight rows of
frozen stubble are
scratched
like a five o'clock shadow
across the face
of ''A Winter's Day':
Where is the farmer
who harvested the past,
the grandmother who rocked
marking the yearswhere are those other owners
who can never come back,
because they never really
lived here
the way that we do?

[1

Phillip T. Egelston
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Was Dostoyevsky a Simpleton?
Reflections on Gambling
H. David Baer

I WATCHED A REPORT
on 60 Minutes titled "The Big Gamble"
(January 2011). It documented the way an
increasing number of states, at least thirty-eight,
are using slot machines, constructed like video
games and highly addictive, to raise public revenue. According to the report, there are twice as
many slot machines in America today as ATM's.
At one point, Leslie Stahl interviews Ed Rendell,
former governor of the state of Pennsylvania,
which has come to rely increasingly on gambling proceeds to fill the public coffers. Stahl asks
Rendell whether Pennsylvania, by sponsoring
gambling, might not be exacerbating the problem
of gambling addiction. Rendell replies that since
the addicts are going to gamble anyway, the state
should "get the upside" of that addiction by collecting revenue from the money they are going
to lose one way or another. When pressed with a
series of questions, Governor Rendell grows visibly impatient, then turns to the camera and says,
"You folks just don't get it. You're simpletons if you
don't get this:'
As a viewer who had been thinking Leslie
Stahl's questions were pretty good, the governor's
comment struck me as unfair at first, but then
he seemed so confident that I began to wonder
if he might not be right. Perhaps those who have
criticized gambling over the ages have failed to
understand something Gov. Rendell has figured
out. My mind turned to that supposedly great
Russian writer Fyodor Dostoyevsky, whose novella
The Gambler examines the psychology of gambling
in ways I had previously considered insightful.
Could it be that Dostoyevsky was a simpleton?! I
decided I would re-read the book to make sure I
hadn't been taken in by the reputation of its author.
The novella tells the story of a young Russian
tutor, Alexei, who lives in Germany in the employ

S

OME MONTHS AGO

of a wealthy Russian household and who becomes
addicted to gambling. In fact, gambling impinges
on the life of every character in the book, the
majority of whom are in some sort of desperate
circumstance. Alexei himself is in love with Polina,
daughter-in-law of the "General;' who is head of
the household employing Alexei. Polina secretly
loves Alexei, but hides her true feelings because
she must entertain the attentions of a Frenchman
to whom the General is indebted. The General,
who cannot pay his debts, does, however, happen
to have a well-to-do aunt, whom the characters
refer to as "Grandmother:' Grandmother is mortally ill and expected to die in time for the General
to use the inheritance to pay off his debts. In the
meantime, the characters turn to gambling. Polina
sends Alexei to the casino to play roulette on her
behalf, presumably because the winnings, should
there be any, will help to pay off the family's debt
and free her from the Frenchman's attentions.
Alexei turns to gambling in hopes that by winning
big, he will become an acceptable suitor for Polina.
Then, suddenly, Grandmother arrives in town,
perfectly healthy and fully aware that the General
has been waiting for her demise. She announces
publicly that he'll never receive any of her money,
and asks Alexei to take her to the casino. There, at
the game of roulette, she stubbornly and repeatedly places her bets on "zero:' To the stupefaction
of everyone, she wins repeatedly, taking home an
enormous sum of money at the end of the day.
Unfortunately, she has also caught the gambling
bug. She returns again to the casino the following day and this time starts losing. Determined to
regain her losses, she continues to play until she
bets away her entire fortune. Her heirs are left in
financial ruin.
Having re-read the book, I decided, no,
Dostoyevsky was not a simpleton, that in fact his
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book is a subtle and insightful inquiry into the
psychology of gambling. Part of the attraction of
gambling, according to Dostoyevsky, appears to
be the prospect of a windfall, offering a quick fix
to life's intractable problems. Part of the attraction appears to rest also on the heightened sense
of self that comes from taking risks. But of course
these attractions are built on a set of falsehoods
and illusions.
Gambling offers an illusion of hope that
builds on a false sense of personal destiny. The
gambler seeks to harness providence and
manipulate fate in order
to manufacture a windfall. He is certain he will
win, and when he does
(for sometimes he must),
the gambler is filled with
a sense of accomplishment. Those who witness
his winnings marvel at
and congratulate him.
The gambler himself
takes the winnings to
be the result of his own
cleverness, the product
of a system he devised
to beat the odds, or perhaps a divinely inspired intuition. In his own
eyes, the gambler is not only clever and charmed,
but also brave. He had the courage to risk everything, to stake his life on a single turn of the
wheel. Such courage allows him to achieve a success that eludes the hard worker. At one point,
Dostoyevsky's gambler, Alexei, argues that the
game of roulette is especially suited for Russians:
"we Russians often need money; wherefore, we
are glad of, and greatly devoted to, a method of
acquisition like roulette-whereby, in a couple
of hours, one may grow rich without doing any
work:' Perhaps the successful gambler's greatest
achievement is that God has bestowed him with
success. The gambler is the recipient of a divine
gift; he gets something for nothing.
Once upon a time, psychological insights like
these were the source of moral objections to gambling. Gambling, because it sought to manipulate
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destiny, was related to idolatry. Gambling, because
it reinforced a false sense of self, was related to the
sins of both pride and sloth. Gambling, because it
was corrosive of character and sometimes destructive, created social costs that a society with moral
fiber ought not to countenance. But of course, that
was back in the time of the Puritans, in the day of
the scarlet letter, before our present age of enlightenment. Today, anyone making religious or moral
criticisms of gambling might be labeled a "simpleton" by Gov. Rendell.

Perhaps, though, I am being unfair. Perhaps
the problem was only with Gov. Rendell's choice
of words rather than his logic. One has to admit a
certain sense to the argument which says, "Since
they are going to do it anyway, why not get the
upside?" To protest against such an argument
one would need to be committed to subtle moral
distinctions, like the one between intending evil
and permitting it. Perhaps instead of calling his
opponents "simpletons;' Gov. Rendell should
have called them "Jesuits;' since Jesuits have a
long history of drawing distinctions. One might
grant that addicts gamble anyway. Even so, we
could distinguish between a government that, on
the one hand, participates directly in the activity of gambling by enabling access to casinos and
even operating gambling operations, and a government, on the other hand, that allows gambling
to take place because it cannot easily prevent it.

In one case, government sponsors gambling; in
the other case, it merely tolerates it. The principle
"they are going to do it anyway, why not get the
upside;' might just as easily apply to government
sponsored brothels, the government sale of narcotics, or direct government participation in any
business that thrives on human weakness.
"Why not get the upside" is not a principle
of good government with long philosophical
pedigree. Its relationship to the tradition of liberal democracy is unclear. According to one very
common understanding of that tradition, the
purpose of government is to create and sustain
the ordered public space in which private persons can, individually and collectively, pursue the
good freely, without political intrusion. But state
sponsored gambling is a public business, one that
encroaches on the private sector. After all, the
money people spend on gambling is money they
don't spend on other forms of entertainment,
like on movies, restaurants, or sporting events.
State lotteries and slot machines could even be
considered a quasi-nationalized industry. And
if the government is prepared to operate in the
entertainment business, why not get involved
in other lucrative businesses? Perhaps instead
of taxing alcoholic beverages, the government
should start selling them. Think of the upside
if the State of Pennsylvania would only sell beer
to compete with Pabst Blue Ribbon and Samuel

Adams; beers like "Ben Franklin's Pale Ale" and
"Liberty Lager."
But come to think of it, maybe Gov. Rendell
didn't intend the term "simpleton" to be pejorative at all. Maybe he wanted to say that using
gambling to raise public revenue is such a simple
strategy that every simpleton should approve.
After all, gambling offers an easy solution to one
of the most intractable political problems of our
day: how to raise revenue without raising taxes.
State sponsored gambling allows citizens to enjoy
public goods without shouldering the burdens of
paying for them. Schools, roads, and police and
fire departments can all be had without sacrifice. A society which fills its public coffers with
gambling revenue has figured out how to get
something for nothing. Perhaps Gov. Rendell
only wanted to reassure viewers with a nagging,
vague sense that financing public goods with
gambling revenue might be public policy built on
illusion. "Look it's simple;' he should have said,
"as any simpleton can simply see:' f

H. David Baer is Associate Professor of
Theology and Philosophy at Texas Lutheran
University.
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Occupy Wall Street and Steve Jobs
David Lott

A

FEW WEEKS AGO, A COWORKER SENT

me a link to a YouTube video called
"Yosemitebear Mountain Giant Double
Rainbow:' The video, which has gone viral, has
been watched over 31 million times. It shows
a man who appears to be, shall we say, blissed
out. He rhapsodizes at length about a double
rainbow that soars above a beautiful mountain
landscape. His shouts of joy become increasingly awestruck-and increasingly ridiculous.
He breaks into sobs, crying out, "Oh wow! Oh
wow! It's so beautiful! Oh my God! Oh my God!
What does it mean? What does it mean?"
There are times when we encounter beauty
that brings us to tears and causes us to wax
poetic (to the amusement or discomfort of others). On rare occasions, these encounters may
even change our lives. But our double-rainbow
experiences usually don't appear in the sky. They
are more coincidental juxtapositions of events
that cause us to sit back and wonder, "What does
it mean? What does it mean?"
To my mind, the recent "Occupy Wall
Street" (OWS) movement and the death of Apple
Computer co-founder Steve Jobs are one of those
"double-rainbow" moments in our culture, nearly
simultaneous events that seem to comment on
one another and lead people to search for an elusive underlying meaning. Commentators have
spilt barrels of ink and screen pixels in efforts to
find a special significance in these events.
Since the first OWS protests on September
17, there has been no shortage of observers trying to explain the phenomenon as it spread to
over seventy cities within the course of a few
weeks. The political left celebrated the groundswell of activism for which it has long yearned.
Conservatives decried it as a disruptive nuisance
sponsored by anarchists and socialists who
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threaten to return America to the violent chaos
of the 1960s and early 1970s. Not a few liberals
dismissed it as too incoherent, disorganized, and
aimless to have any lasting effect. Yet everyone
recognized that something of significance was
happening.
One reason OWS is hard to assess is that
it is not dominated by and does not reflect the
demands of a particular political, age, economic,
or racial group. Compared to the Tea Party protests in Washington, DC and elsewhere, OWS
assemblies are strikingly diverse in race, class,
gender, and age. Indeed, some see such diffuseness as a distinct advantage. The sight of
blue-collar construction workers, retirees, and
trust-fund babies protesting alongside recent
college grads who feel shut out of the job market reminds us that the inequities of our society
resonate across a range of demographics.
At one OWS gathering, author and activist Cornel West declared, "We're talking about
a democratic awakening." Indeed, that may be
the movement's major impact to date: the sense
that millions of people from all walks of life are
having their "Oh wow!" moment, discovering
something unexpected and beautiful that affects
them viscerally. The essential core of the movement appears to be deliberately trying to answer
the "What does it mean?" question. Those living in the tents in parks across America have
begun to focus on some core issues: job creation, more equitable income distribution, tax
reform, and reining in corporate influence in
politics and culture. Others raise the issues of
debt, whether it's the mortgage debt that has
forced them from their homes or the crush of
student loan debt carried by millions of college
students and graduates.
OWS
is
not
especially
Ironically,

anti-business. Rather than calling for the overthrow of business and the financial system, the
protesters seem primarily concerned that businesses act responsibly and respond to the needs
of workers and consumers. They insist that corporations and banks should serve the needs of
the vast majority of citizens, the ones they call

enable a dispersed population to use the information revolution to express its aspirations and
politically organize itself.
Indeed, social media certainly is a mark of
the OWS movement. Many of the protesters are
"texting" and "tweeting;' using an iPhone, iPod
Touch, iPad, or other Apple device to connect
with likeminded folk. It
seems oddly fitting that
Steve Jobs, the brain
behind many of these
gadgets, would die just as
a new era of protest movements becomes a global
phenomenon. Jobs's
inventions are to political
protests of the new millennium what television
was to the antiwar protests of the Vietnam War
era: a communications
technology for summoning the world's attention,
registering protest, and
demanding reform. They
also mark the emergence
Rather than calling for the overthrow of business and the of Apple as the world's
most valuable technology
financial system, the Occupy Wall Street protesters seem company and largest publicly traded corporation.
primarily concerned that businesses act responsibly and
Big business begets
the OWS movement. Oh
respond to the needs of workers and consumers.
wow! And Jobs's death
has another "double rain"the 99 percent:' Their slogan "We are the 99
bow" effect: it signals the democratization of
percent" arguably misunderstands the problems
what were once regarded as boutique toys for
older, well-off people. Apple iPods and iPhones
of inequity and wage stagnation, but it captures
the sense that most citizens feel overcome by
certainly are generational markers for everyone
unseen and powerful economic interests.
in their twenties and thirties and even younger.
But Jobs himself, a late baby boomer born in
Some observers consider OWS a first-world
1955 and a public figure for over thirty years,
equivalent to the recent freedom movements in
was fully one of his-and my-generation. In
the Middle East, the so-called Arab Spring that
photographs from the late 1970s he looked like
has brought new governments to Tunisia, Egypt,
a college dropout, a long-haired, slightly cocky
and Libya and sparked protests and reforms
young man in a plaid shirt and jeans. This gave
elsewhere. Whether or not those comparisons
way to a shorter-haired variation, in bowtie and
are apt, both OWS and the Arab Spring share
a reliance on social networking tools such as
sport coat, a parody of preppiness. After returning from exile to Apple in the mid -1990s, he
e-mail, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, which
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became the bearded Jobs who wore a black mock
turtleneck and blue jeans (again) while previewing new Apple products to auditoriums of manic
enthusiasts. In the past five years or so, as cancer
took its toll, he grew increasingly gaunt. Only the
flash of passion in his eyes remained to remind
us of his self-confident younger self.
Jobs's changing image seemed a deliberate
attempt to keep pace with his increasingly daz-

boomers want to see ourselves in Jobs, not only
in the images we recall of him but also in the
anticipation of achievement, the sense of promise we've tried to fulfill for the past forty years.
Jobs represented the capacity for innovation
and imagination that our generation expected
to emulate and embody. When the market
crashed and the economy went into recession,
it became apparent that our promise was miss-

My generation watched
nervously as we watched Jobs's
body grow more frail even
as his new toys grew more
ingenious and more beautiful.
He reminded us, painfully, that
our time, too, is passing.

zling and sleekly stylized inventions. That image
also mirrors what many of us mid- to late baby
boomers have wanted for ourselves, what we
have imagined about ourselves: to be smart and
cool, but not fully of the mainstream. Some have
dubbed Jobs the "hippie capitalist:'
In the last six years, after his cancer diagnosis,
Jobs went on the greatest creative tear of any businessperson in memory. He introduced the iPod
(and all its variants) , iTunes, the iPhone, and the
iPad. Young people swooned with each product
rollout; the media lionized their creator. But my
generation watched nervously as we watched Jobs's
body grow more frail even as his new toys grew
more ingenious and more beautiful. He reminded
us, painfully, that our time, too, is passing.
With the passing of Steve Jobs my generation recognized not just the death of an
American genius, but the collapse of some part
of our own prideful self-understanding. We late
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ing, our expectations wildly overstated. If Steve
Jobs's death injects uncertainty into the worlds
of business and technology, it produces a sense
of foreboding in our generation, the sense of an
unanticipated ending, that there is no double
rainbow announcing hope. We are not yet ready
to cede to others the promise we squandered.
Following Jobs's death, the news media
repeatedly played excerpts from his commencement address to Stanford University graduates
some years ago. The excerpts suggested a legacy
of wisdom for young achievers. With his cancer
battle in mind, Jobs said, "The only way to be
truly satisfied is to do what you believe is great
work. And the only way to do great work is to
love what you do. If you haven't found it yet,
keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of
the heart, you'll know when you find it."
Great words, those, but also problematic and
terrifying. Of course we want to believe that what

Jobs proclaimed we too can attain, this ideal life
where we all "do what we love:' But in our gangbusters pursuit of"not settling;' how often have we
ignored our neighbors, overlooked their needs,
and stood in the way of their thriving? And hasn't
our passionate pursuit of our own self-invention
helped produce some of the very inequities the
OWS movement is moved to protest?
It seems to me that OWS wants to remind
us that for every Steve Jobs empowered by the
American economy there are millions of others
whom the economy has left behind. Unlike many
of the Stanford graduates, they are unable to find
work they believe in or to love what they do. Jobs
said, "Don't waste your time living someone
else's life." But how many of us have the means
to do that? OWS believes that 99 percent of us
are living lives to which we've been consigned by
corporate greed. Jobs offers corporate nirvana.
The Apple products that sprang from Jobs's
mind cause many of us to respond, "Oh wow! It's
so beautiful!" But as Apple becomes essential to
our life we may be prompted to ask, "What does
it mean?" These gadgets in many ways fulfill the
visions we oohed and aahed over in childhood
comic books, but they have not yet found a way
to communicate or sustain hope. Instead, we
wait anxiously for the next iteration, fearing that

our new toys will quickly be outdated-just as
we ourselves may be outdated too.
Steve Jobs's sister, the writer Mona Simpson,
wrote recently about her brother's last moments:
"He seemed to be climbing. But with that will,
that work ethic, that strength, there was also
sweet Steve's capacity for wonderment, the artist's belief in the ideal, the still more beautiful
later. Steve's final words, hours earlier, were
monosyllables, repeated three times. Before
embarking, he'd looked at his sister Patty, then
for a long time at his children, then at his life's
partner, Laurene, and then over their shoulders
past them. Steve's final words were: OH WOW.
OH WOW. OH WOW" ("A Sister's Eulogy for
Steve Jobs;' New York Times, 30 October 2011).
What did he see? I'm betting on a double
rainbow. -f

David Lott is a relig ious book editor and
a graduate of St. Olaf College and Luther
Sem inary. He lives in Wash ington, DC, where
he does f reelance editing and writing.
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IN JANUARY
Last night we prayed together,
pleaded your father be spared his sickness.
Today, trying to pray without you,
following the cut bank on the creek
where yesterday's ice storm
shines like all the sounds
you always use to talk to God.
Words I never remember alone.
I bow my head to white fire, to silver trees,
the snow hiding what I know is beneathmoving rusted water that soon will feed the fields,
green born of ice and sleet.
Night is here-almost home
where news is waiting-another diagnosis.
I want to have something to say to you
when I arrive, but can only think
there must be some difference
between being quiet and being silent:
that want finds what must be said between us
and uncertainty bears the mute sting of belief.

Dave Harrity
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Warnings to the Curious?
David McVey
ONTAGUE RHOD ES ]AMES IS NOT A
For many Christians, particularly those of us
household name, but abbreviate it to
within the Evangelical tradition, an interest in or
taste for ghost stories can make us a bit suspect.
M. R. James, and it becomes instantly
recognizable to aficionados of a particular litA church leader might take us aside and suggest
erary genre-the ghost story. As recently as
that our enthusiasm is akin to-or might lead
Christmas 2010, the BBC in the United Kingdom
to-involvement in seances and spiritualism and
screened an adaptation of James's best known
perhaps even black magic. And yes, I've been the
story, "Oh, Whistle and I'll Come to You, My
subject of such pastoral advice.
Lad" (though the title had shrunk in
It is a view that I would contest.
the wash to Whistle and I'll Come
Ghost stories are a distinguished
to You) starring John Hurt. In
branch of fiction-especially
fact, this was only the latest
of the short story-and
in a nearly fifty-year-old
often display tremendous
emotional and symbolic
BBC tradition of adapting
James's stories-includpower. Christians who
ing "The Treasure of
shun them are missing
Abbot Thomas" and
something highly significant, in the work of
"The
Ash-Tree"-for
the Christmas schedM. R. James particuule. Back in 1968, "Oh,
larly. To understand
Whistle .. :' was again the
why, it is helpful to look
choice, that time dramafirst at something of
James's own background.
tized by Jonathan Miller
and
starring
Michael
James is remembered
today almost entirely for
Hordern.
his ghost stories, which he
But why Christmas-the
would find both absurd and
Feast of the Nativity, one of
the devotional highlights of the
amusing, for he wasn't primarily
an author of fiction at all but an
Christian year-as a time for stories of
hideous terrors? James wrote his first M. R. James, c. 1900. academic and antiquarian. He was
ghost stories as a young Cambridge
born in Kent in 1862, the son of an
scholar, and they were designed for reading
Evangelical Church of England clergyman.
aloud. In time, it became a tradition that on
When James was young, his family moved to
Christmas Eve fellow-scholars and friends would
Suffolk, to the Rectory at Great Livermere.
meet for dinner, then move to James's private
James was educated at Eton and Cambridge and
quarters where "MontY:' as he was known to his
then embarked on a long, scholarly career as
friends, would sit by a roaring fire and read, by
Director of Cambridge's Fitzwilliam Museum,
the light of a single candle, a tale of creeping,
Provost of King's College, Cambridge, and, in
insidious horror.
his later years, Provost of Eton.

M
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Eventually, James would publish thirty-three
ghost stories and a number of short articles and
prefaces outlining his thoughts on the genre,
but his major work was carried out in a much
loftier register. When he was an undergraduate,
he began the epic work of cataloging Cambridge
University's manuscript collections, something
he only completed decades later, in 1925. His
papers and monographs and translations are in
areas such as archaeology, bibliography, biblical studies (he was an acknowledged expert on
the New Testament Apocrypha), and, crucially,

M. R. James's stories are not
invitations to meddle with
forbidden things but, rather,
warnings to the curious.

antiquarianism. His massive output of academic
work has not yet been fully catalogued. Perhaps
it needs a modern M. R. James to undertake the
task.
Many of James's stories take place in the
world of the bibliophile, the antiquarian, the
dusty, unworldly academic. In the earliest story
to be published, "Canon Alberic's Scrapbook;'
just such a fussy academic encounters demonic
horror when he takes possession of a scrapbook
containing a variety of leaves from medieval
manuscripts. The main character in "Oh, Whistle
and I'll Come to You, My Lad" is a skeptical scientist who conjures up ancient menace when
investigating a historic site for an antiquarian colleague (and this is truly a story that will
have you constantly looking over your shoulder
should you ever again visit a wind-lashed, outof-season coastal town). The hero of "The Diary
of Mr. Poynter" buys the eponymous volume at
an auction and with it brings creeping evil into
his home.
Reading these broad outlines you might get
the impression that James's stories are creaky
period-pieces, of interest only to the kind of
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dusty academics featured in them. Yet James's
heroes, with their boyish excitement at finding a
lost quarto or digging a prehistoric barrow, are
convincingly and sympathetically portrayed.
For someone who "never cared to try any other
kind" of fiction, James is a master of the short
story form. His stories are carefully paced and
build the suspense until climaxes which, while
they might seem restrained and allusive to fans
of modern stalk-and-slash horror films, produce
a chilling effect on discerning readers, haunting
the imagination and lurking in the memory long
after reading.
James is superb at evoking place, whether
he's writing about a cathedral in semi-darkness,
an East Anglian seaside resort on a bitter winter afternoon, a somnolent university library, or
a country house chapel in a lonely valley. Every
location is pictured clearly and sharply, made
familiar, and then gradually turned sinister and
threatening.
His stately style can seem old-fashioned, but
his use of multiple viewpoints and quotations
from diaries and journals and other sources was
actually highly innovative in the genre at the time.
The first, lengthy paragraph of "The Treasure of
Abbot Thomas" is a quotation entirely in Latin
(even modern literary avant-garde writers might
balk at that). "I suppose I shall have to translate
this;' the character then says to himself, and the
reader nods in agreement. Wry, donnish humor
is another James specialty.
James's father had hoped that he would go into
the church (as his brother Sydney did), but while
he never took Holy Orders, James largely retained
the faith of his father. It might seem unusual for
someone with an Evangelical heritage to be so
involved in the writing of ghost stories, yet James
had little interest in the supernatural per se. Yes,
he famously wrote on being asked whether he
believed in ghosts, "I am prepared to consider evidence and accept it if it satisfies me:' Yes, the late
story, ''A Vignette;' set in the garden and surrounding countryside of the Great Livermere rectory,
has been suggested as partly autobiographical. But
James scorned both supernatural research and
spiritualism, as befitted the Evangelical Christian
of his age or, indeed, of ours.

It is also telling that there are few sad or lonely

ghosts in James, and certainly no friendly ones;
"[T]he ghost should be malevolent or odious;'
he wrote in the preface to one of his collections.
"[A]miable and helpful apparitions are all very
well in fairy tales or in local legends, but I have
no use for them in a fictitious ghost storY:' If people encounter the supernatural in a James story,
they pay the price. Karswell, the evil necromancer of "Casting the Runes " is ultimately killed by
the demon he has summoned for someone else.
Poschwitz, the book-dealer who steals the eponymous item in "The Uncommon Prayer Book" is
struck down in the moment of his triumph.
But there are also people who suffer despite
tangling with the dark side only by accident.
Mr. Dennistoun, who acquires "Canon Alberic's
Scrapbook;' does so with no knowledge that it
is the key to the strange presence that haunts
the church in St. Bertrand de Comminges, and
Parkins, the skeptic of "Oh, Whistle ... ;' has no
idea that the item he finds could summon up
such horrors.
Another innocent victim is Paxton. In "A
Warning to the Curious;' he discovers the location of the last of the buried silver Saxon crowns
that, according to legend, protect England from
invasion. He digs for it, finds it, removes it, and is
subsequently menaced by the terrifying guardian
of the crown and has to seek help from the story's
narrator to return the crown and undo the evil.
"A Warning to the Curious" is perhaps the
key to understanding James. His stories are not
invitations to meddle with forbidden things but,
rather, warnings to the curious. Yes, they are

primarily entertainments intended to provide a
pleasurable shiver, but James's background and
beliefs would not allow him to treat ghosts and
hauntings and the spirit world lightly. His ghost
stories are an unlikely yet powerful deterrent.
Besides the BBC's Christmas productions,
M. R. James has rarely been adapted for television and hardly at all for the big screen. Most
significantly, "Casting the Runes " was adapted by
the British lTV network in 1979, while Night of
the Demon was a 1958 British cinema production
based on the same story. Perhaps this will change
as a series of James anniversaries piles up like
rush-hour traffic. The year 2011 sees the seventyfifth anniversary of his death and the eightieth
anniversary of the publication of his Collected
Ghost Stories, while 2012 is the hundred-andfiftieth anniversary of his birth.
But it is better to stick to the page. If you
haven't already encountered James's brilliant
short stories, a treat lies in store. Dim the lights,
stoke up the fire, and prepare to experience the
most pleasurable terrors in fiction. '

David McVey is a writer and lecturer who
worked for many years at the University of
the West of Scotland. He specializes in writing short stories-including the occasional
ghost story.
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The Dark N arrative of Charles Dickens's
A Christmas Carol
Tyler Beane

"I have endeavoured in this Ghostly little book,
to raise the Ghost of an Idea, which shall not put
my readers out of humour with themselves, with
each other, with the season, or with me. May it
haunt their houses pleasantly, and no one wish to
lay it."
Charles Dickens

T

HESE ARE CHARLES DICKENS's WORDS

to his readers in the introduction to his
novella A Christmas Carol, first published
in December 1843. The Victorian English author
seems to have been concerned that his readers
might be put off, or even disturbed, by such a
dark tale in the middle of the Christmas season.
It may seem strange to modern readers to think
about A Christmas Carol as a "dark" story, but
this classic story contains all three elements of
a typical dark narrative: horror, terror, and the
Gothic. The ghosts, except perhaps for the Ghost
of Christmas Past, all take on tangible, horrifying appearances at one point or another. The
main character, Scrooge, experiences terror in
his times of waiting for the ghosts to appear. As
for the Gothic, the entire story is written in the
style of a Gothic ghost story. Dani Cavallaro,
author of The Gothic Vision: Three Centuries
of Horror, Terror, and Fear (Continuum 2007),
goes so far as to suggest that with this novella,
Dickens makes Christmas "coterminous with
darkness" (41).
Of course, most readers forget the horrifying Christmas Eve once they reach Christmas
Day when Scrooge has learned how to live in
the spirit of Christmas. Yet Dickens understood
that the hope of Christmas Day is more keenly
enjoyed after feeling the threat of hope's absence.
He wrote ghost stories to be read aloud and
experienced-as the narrator of Dickens's short
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story, "A Christmas Tree;' relates-"round the
Christmas fire:' Only by feeling the darkness of
Christmas Eve, huddled around the hearth while
the story is read, can the listener feel Scrooge's
unbounded joy as dawn breaks on Christmas
Day. Scrooge has been given a second chance,
and those who hear or read the story feel like
they have too. This is the beauty of a ghost story
that has a happy ending.
Although I heartily recommend reading
Dickens aloud around a hearth, there are other
effective media for the telling of Christmas
ghost stories. British television and film productions of A Christmas Carol abound. I find Clive
Donner's 1984 rendition to be the best in playing up the horrific elements of the story, and
George C. Scott serves as an excellent Scrooge.
As I watched Donner's version again this year,
the joy of Christmas Day almost failed to blot
out the horror of Christmas Eve.
The moment near the end of the Ghost of
Christmas Present's time with Scrooge seemed
particularly horrifying to me. Catching Scrooge
and the viewer completely off guard, the ghost
opens his gown to reveal two children, dirty,
ashen pale, and cold. The children are hunched
over as if deformed in their creation. A blast of
brass declares the judgment that the ghost will
bring upon Scrooge. The ghost tells Scrooge that
the two are Scrooge's children and the children
of all who "walk the earth unseeing." "Ignorance"
and "Want" are their names. The former represents the unexamined life of greed that Scrooge
has been living. The latter stands for those who
are in need and could benefit from the generosity of someone like Scrooge. Scrooge is not
ignorant of the needy; he is ignorant of the joy
and mandate of the Christmas spirit, of lifting
up and caring for those that want, particularly

for children that want. In A Christmas Carol,
it is not the ghosts who are the monsters and
sources of evil; that distinction rests solely with
Scrooge. The Ghosts of Christmas Present, Jacob
Marley, and Christmas Future take on frightening appearances, but they do so to mirror the
darkness within Scrooge.
In one shot in particular, Donner directs the
judgment of the ghosts
at the viewer. Donner
positions the camera for
the viewer to look over
Scrooge's shoulder at
the Ghost of Christmas
Present and the grimlooking children staring
out from beneath his
gown. The terrible sight is
positioned at a distance.
Indeed, the viewer is
right there with Scrooge,
several yards away from
the ghost and the children. It is as if we are on
trial along with Scrooge.
The ghost tells us that
the children of ignorance
and want are our children
as well, and though they
may be hidden, "They
live:' We are left to wonder: "Is the child of ignorance living within me
keeping me from feeling responsibility for the
needs of the child of want? Am I feeling the joy
and mandate of the Christmas spirit: to lift up
and care for vulnerable children?"
The horror of the scene awakens one's conscience. We feel the full weight of the Ghost
of Christmas Present's judgment when we feel
responsible for the deformity and ill health of
the two children. Feeling indicted, the viewer
edges towards a liminal space of self-appraisal
and identity negotiation. We are scared not only
of what we are looking at, but of the ideas being
presented. These fears usher us wholly into a
frightening, in-between space, a space where we
cannot stay for long because it makes us feel too
vulnerable. Eventually this self-awareness slips

away and we fall back into our old ways, inured
to the wave of emotion that has passed over us.
This inclination is apparent when Scrooge asks
the Ghost of Christmas Past to cover the two
children, to hide them from his sight. In fact,
throughout the night, Scrooge asks the ghosts
for reprieve from the horror and terror of what
he is witnessing and reflecting on. This attempt
to escape from the liminality is the whine of the
hardened heart: "I don't
want to change!" But the
ghosts have other ideas.
In his introduction
to "A Christmas Carol"
Dickens states that he
intends to raise the Ghost
of an Idea and hopes that
the idea might haunt
his readers in a pleasant manner. If Dickens
is not being facetious, he
has failed in one respect.
Both his Ghost of an Idea
and the dark narrative in
which this idea takes root
could be unsettling and
unpleasant for the reader.
Yet I imagine Dickens
was very aware that
this could be the case.
Dickens cared deeply about the message he had
to share and the change he hoped to inspire.
Once Scrooge moves past Christmas Eve and
into the joy of Christmas Day, we get a picture of
what living out the Christmas spirit looks like:
he generously gives the Cratchit family a prize
turkey and accepts a long-standing invitation
from his nephew to come to Christmas dinner.
However, the scene in Donner's film that strikes
the greatest chord for the Christmas spirit comes
at the very end, some time after Christmas, when
Scrooge goes to the Cratchit house for an outing with Tiny Tim. The narrator showers praise
on Scrooge as a means of tidying up the story,
but this narration distracts from the meat of the
scene. Turn off the sound and pay attention to
how the scene plays out. It stands in sharp conAdvent-Christmas 2011
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trast to an earlier scene in which Scrooge meets
Tiny Tim in the street outside of Scrooge's work.
The boy has a "Merry Christmas" for Scrooge,
and Scrooge has a "Humbug" for the boy. The
two characters begin as polar opposites in their
perspectives on both Christmas and, it seems,
life in general.
But in the final scene, Tiny Tim rushes from
the house to greet Scrooge with a huge smile on
his face. Scrooge sweeps Tiny Tim up into his
arms with the familiarity and tenderness of a
grandfather and holds him aloft for a moment to
take in his joy. Then Scrooge brings Tim down to
his chest and kisses him before returning him to
the ground. The two set off hand in hand down
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the lane, Tim craning his neck up to engage in
conversation with his close friend. The scene
plays out as if to say that Scrooge has translated
the Christmas spirit into something to be lived
out every day. ~

Tyler Beane is currently pursuing an MDiv
at Luther Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Let's Go Tonight
Bruce Springsteen's Songs of Innocence
J.D. Buhl

I

HAD ONLY THREE WEEKS TO TEACH POETRY IN

December 2010, so I had to make the most of
it. Each of my four sections of eighth-graders
received a different packet of photocopied selections from all across the poetic range, but mostly
the work of modern writers: Kim Addonizio,
Dorianne Laux, Sarah Menefee, and the African
American assemblage of Angelou, Giovanni, and
Michael S. Harper. One of my sections, however,
received a collection that included the joys and
lamentations of shepherds, nursemaids, chimney
sweeps, and mischievous children from William
Blake's Songs of Innocence and Experience,
published in 1789 and 1794. My students' crosscentury encounter with poetic talk about work
and play, vocation and duty started something I
didn't see coming. The class decided that songs
of innocence should be defined as songs composed with words like "forever;' "always;' "never;'
"whenever;' and "nothing ever:' Songs of experience, on the other hand, would know that none
of these things are givens and most of them are
phantoms. We said that in terms of time, a song
of innocence is sung forward, projecting its
vision of contentment into the future, and a song
of experience is sung backwards, ruminating on
a past once thought to be perfect.
The big surprise came when my students
taught me that Justin Bieber's "Baby" is somehow
both a song of innocence and a song of experience. Bieber's song starts with an innocent "we
would never, ever, ever be apart;' which collapses
into a devastating rap by Ludacris describing how a playground princess broke his heart.
There you have the unfortunate circumstances of
my students' generation: sardonic songs of innocence and experience that come together in one
three-minute upper/downer, truncating youth
and hastening decay.

Meanwhile, my own wasted youth was
singing itself forward and looking back. Bruce
Springsteen's 1978 masterpiece Darkness on the
Edge of Town hit stores that same month in a
reissue box the size of a fuelie head on a standard engine. The box contained three CDs and
three DVDs presenting the remastered album,
two complete concerts, a ninety-minute documentary on the album's making, and twenty-one
tracks abandoned from the original release.
I approach such things warily-and wearily.
First, I have never been solvent enough for the
financial outlay demanded of aging populists in
repurchasing our past. I've still got the original
LP that I bought with blood-plasma money on
the streets of Berkeley the day it came out and
a turntable to play it on. And second, I'm not
always ready for the emotional upheaval that
inevitably accompanies these returns. I felt put
through the wringer by Springsteen's reunion
with the E Street Band at the dawning of this
decade, completely memory'd and meaning'dout by concert's end. Then he hit me with the
deluxe reissue of his 1975 breakthrough album
Born to Run. That was nearly assaultive. Still, I
figured the outtakes from Darkness on the Edge
of Town could bring something new, while not
demanding that I drive through every bad decision, lost love, dead friendship, and broken-up
band that line Highway 78. Fortunately the massive reissue edition was accompanied by a much
cheaper two-CD collection of the abandoned
tracks, titled The Promise.
In fact, Darkness, Springsteen's fourth album,
should really have been his fifth. A lawsuit had
prevented Springsteen and producer Landau
from entering a recording studio together for
a year after the release of Born to Run. Most of
the songs that Springsteen wrote and accumuAdvent-Christmas 2011
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lated during that time were songs of innocence
that wore their hearts on their black leather
sleeves. But a few, the ones that were just emerging, sang themselves backwards, from a place
Bruc~ Springst~~n

The Promise

The young men of The Promise
have no use for spirituality save
for expropriation of its heaven
and angels, both of which can be
found right here-tonight.
that took seriously the awareness of time, and
of values, and-most importantly-of sin that
makes for experience. In one of the great artistic
decisions in American popular culture, something compelled Springsteen to hear the songs
of experience that were wrapping themselves
around these songs of innocence. Springsteen
biographer Dave Marsh says that Springsteen
"must have been torn between making the
record he would have made in the previous year,
and the one he was ready to do now:' Deciding
he "wanted more than a set of listenable, craftsmanlike songs;' he chucked them all and began
again. The characters who introduced themselves to him in his new work were not kids; they
clung neither to romantic dreams of escape nor
50
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to childish beliefs in the redemption of pleasure.
Bruce said of them, "There's more of a sense of:
if you wanna ride, you're gonna pay. And you'd
better keep riding."
So they ride. The compassion that arises
from the ten stark, detailed, sad, and determined
songs that made up Darkness on the Edge of Town
became the guiding element of Springsteen's
career. The race-track roar of that album set
in motion the themes, points of view, situations, and attitudes that have fueled his art for
the intervening thirty-plus years. Springsteen's
courage and good judgment are, in retrospect,
breathtaking.
The songs on The Promise, even with their
barely controlled fury and frustration, are still
extensions of Born to Run's central premise.
Salvation is found in your baby's arms, and that's
the only place it can be found with any constancy.
All the words and phrases are there: "forever;'
"someday;' "mine;' and, of course, "Tonight:' It's
always tonight. The word itself appears over fifteen times in The Promise's lyrics, and the mood
of the songs is very tonight: Everything is at
stake, and yet there is nothing left to lose; your
love, little girl, is the only thing that matters. If
you have it, tonight will last forever, and if you
lose it, tonight will be the moment that changes
everything.
Rock 'n roll has always raised the climax of
seduction, those final seconds before she gives
in, to the heights of transcendence. Springsteen's
lovers beg their girls for mercy, for sex, for
respect, for salvation. There is everywhere a
sense of having earned all of this. "I got a full
week's pay and baby I've been working hard each
day." These young men have no use for spirituality save for expropriation of its heaven and
angels, both of which can be found right heretonight.
What you get with The Promise is an opportunity to construct for yourself what that missing
follow up to Born to Run might have been: load
them all into your iTunes, limit yourself to ten
tracks, and see what you come up with. You can
even give it your own title. Mine is Where the
Bands Are (my title track is borrowed from his
1998 release, Tracks).

I can't help but hear these recordings as a
tribute to the bands that took up singing songs
of innocence after Bruce had seemingly abandoned them. It was called "power pop." By 1980
when The River came out, there were already
tho usands of jangling, rocking, cars- 'n' -girls
bands across the country, covering "Needles and
Pins" and "Every Time You Walk in the Room"
with ringing harmonies, singing about the little
things their baby does in that Tonight that never
becomes Tomorrow. Sincere as these bands
had been since the mid -1970s, a strain of des peration-the sound of cynicism-had begun
to taint their listenable, craftsmanlike songs
of redemptive romance. Still, these bands, in
their willful innocence, would have been terrified by that darkness on the edge of town that
Springsteen became intent upon staring into-

and staring down. And it was that darkness that
rose up and enveloped rock music in the 1980s,
leaving power pop singles strewn every which
way in its tempest.
So for all the shut-down strangers and hot
rod angels rumbling thro ugh this promised
land, tonight I think about this, and I'm like,
Baby, baby, baby.... f

All quotes are drawn from Dave Marsh's Born
to Run: the Bruce Springsteen Story (Dell
Publishing, 1981 edition). Anyone wishing
to share conceptions for the missing fourth
album can send them to jdbuhl @gmail.com .
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ARMED
Sprung to Atlantic air, a boy.
Show him your face, bring him
your smell. Feed him your milk.
Dispatch the surgeon. Now
and forever. Already he seeks
your pleasure. Clap for him. You give it.

*

II

Today my baby would not sleep.
He arched and fought within himself,
careening from fatigue.
I secured him in his infant seat
and drove through bedroom towns
until he nodded off. And even then
I stayed the course, past mailboxes
and maple woods, election signs,
and mounds of rotting leaves,
propelled by public radio,
half asleep myself, at least
not carrying, not singing.
I parked beside a general store
and went inside, floorboards creaking.
I drank a cup of coffee while browsing
through the postcard rack,
just a gal thinking of someone
to send a message to
or not, while locked in the car my son-
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*
Fast asleep. And I, scaring
out of reverie, still driving
of course. Then I heard the news.
Somewhere not far from hereas everywhere was not too far
-at the Machine Gun Shoot
and Firearms Expo, a boy,
age 8, aimed and fired
a 9mm micro submachine gun
at a pumpkin, and while his dad reached
for a camera, as the gun recoiled
the boy lost control and shot himself in the head.
I pulled into a parking lot
and craned to view my passenger,
his eyelids without a flutter, lavender.
He held a yellow plastic bale of hay
he'd chosen from his farm set,
the rounded shape just right
for his untrained palm, discovering
the pleasure in having something to keep.

*
Or so I decided, and let him hold it,
because it was my pleasure, after all,
in a small and cherished thing,
small enough to swallow actually
but large enough to lodge in the throat
and what would I say to his father
when my car came home without him,
the world fallen from my hands?
I!II

AmyM. Clark

I!

l..
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Waiting and Wading
Liv Larson Andrews

U

PON HER DISCOVERY OF THE ETERNAL

winter in Narnia, little Lucy learns from
Tumnus the Fawn, "It's always winter
here, but never Christmas." Recently, I landed
in a strange, liminal place where it was always
Advent, but never the Nativity.
I was waiting for a congregational call after
graduating seminary. The wait would last four
long years and, although it had a joyous ending,
I had no way of knowing this at the outset. The
vista stretching before me showed only snow:
miles and miles of frozen water.
Funny thing, since I love Advent. Deep blues
adorn our sanctuaries. Winter's chill makes the
hot soup and midweek evening prayer all the
more communal. Advent is pregnant time, full
of expectation. Wait. Watch. Hope. Prepare. And
like most pregnancies, Advent follows a charted
journey through that time: four weeks building
with anticipation, like forty weeks watching a
belly grow, and then comes the joyous Nativity.
Waiting for a call is full of hope and preparation,
but not so charted and measured out. It's a winding path with fits and starts, budgets and bishops.
Ministry lives in local realities with their own
quirky processes and calendars. Sometimes the
candidates on hold experience that particularity
as too slow, oppressive, and even despairing. It
becomes wintry, frozen time. To talk to a candidate long in waiting for a first call, you might
conclude that the ministry placement system
exhibits power not unlike that of the White
Witch herself.
Most days during my wait, I would have
loved a setting as odd and wondrous as Narnia.
My English-professor spouse had cast himself
out upon the uncertain waters of academia. We
trusted that just about every place needs a pastor and wherever he landed, we would ask the
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Spirit's aid in finding me work, too. In the meantime, I made lattes and bagel sandwiches at a
local coffee shop. I was the most theologically
educated barista in our small town. Though I
enjoyed delightful, sometimes deep conversation
with patrons, I never did master the technique of
frothing milk and that tiny failure loomed large
in the painful logic of an unexpected wait. "I can't
even make a stupid cappuccino! How will I ever
be a good pastor?" Winter was seeping inward
and distorting my thinking. To look out upon my
calendar and not see meetings with bishops or
interviews, only more dates with my not-verywell-frothed offerings made me bitter toward the
good coffee, even the good folk, I served.
As the body of Christ, we pray with the
psalmist, "My times are in your hand." This is a
perfect daily prayer for the candidate in waiting.
So many other hands clutch at and want to claim
our moments, days, and years. Time spent waiting
seems split in two: we yearn for the future, when
we'll "finally get to be a pastor;' and we endure
the present, less desirable, thumb-twiddling wait
time.
This fractured living within time is not
entirely of our own doing. The White Witch has
her servants, after all. Capitalism, thick as the
air we breathe, says our time is money. Wendell
Berry argues in his essay, "God and Country;'
Like any other institution so organized,
the organized church is dependent upon
"the economy"; it cannot survive apart
from those economic practices that its
truth forbids and that its vocation is to
correct. If it comes to a choice between
the extermination of the fowls of the air
and the lilies of the field and the extermination of a building fund, the organized

church will elect-indeed, has already
elected-to save the building fund.

calendar, the committees, even the cappuccino
can be signs of hope and purpose when the day
is already cloaked in baptismal worth. Waiting is
best done by wading.
The pain of waiting is all around us. Many
wait for a job. Our cities fill with families waiting
in lines for food and clothing. Some wait for test
results to reveal an unseen pain or illness. Others
wait at bedsides for loved ones to breathe their
last and enter eternal rest. At all times and in all

Ouch. Along with the birds and the lilies, time
spent in waiting is of no value to a capitalist
economy bent on results or services rendered.
Anything not producing is worthless, waste.
God's economy is quite different: birds, lilies,
people, and time are all sacred in their own right,
hallowed by their creator and beloved.
The robust baptismal theology we learn in seminary affirms
the holy call given to all people
Along with the birds and the lilies, time spent
by God. Clericalism, the sinful twisting of a noble desire to
in waiting is of no value to a capitalist economy
honor the clergy, celebrates the
calls of a few while dismissing
bent on results or services rendered. Anything
the call of everyone in baptism.
not producing is worthless, waste. God's
The red stole meant to symbolize the Spirit's fiery mantle about
economy is quite different: birds, lilies, people,
the new pastor's shoulders can
become a sign of elevated staand time are all sacred in their own right,
tus. Clericalism and capitalism
are unloving and unbaptismal.
hallowed by their creator and beloved.
Frozen water.
"Stir up your power 0 Lord,
and come;' begins the prayer
places, God's call to the baptized involves a misof the day for the first Sunday of Advent. It is a
sion: sharing with joy the water that sets us free.
calling down of power greater than the market,
Simple baptismal practices recall the constancy
greater than ecclesial problems, greater than any
and depth of God's grace and renew the presence
winter or ice-covered vista. The Latin word for
of that grace in our lives. We make the sign of
"stir up" is excita. Along with Psalm 31, what betthe cross over our beloved's forehead as we sit
ter prayer is there for those who wait? In it, we
together in a waiting room. We light candles as
plead for the Spirit to enter our world yet again,
we pray our children to sleep, reminding them
to become active and present here and now.
and ourselves that Jesus lights our darkness.
Excite us! Melt this ice and snow with your fiery
When we gather for worship, we may speak a
holiness! This plea reminds us that Advent is not
prayer of thanksgiving for baptism:
the same as winter. It is the season of the fiery
prophets and the Baptist's blazing cry, "Prepare
Praise to you for your saving waters:
the way!" 0 God, let the waters which once were
Noah and the animals survive the
frozen flow.
flood, Hagar discovers your well. The
Martin Luther taught that each day is a
Israelites escape through the sea and
return to the font. The hallowing of our time
they drink from your gushing rock.
and the warming of our hearts happens because
Naaman washes his leprosy away and
Jesus brings us back to that source, back to our
the Samaritan woman will never be
first first call: our baptism. Daily dying and rising
thirsty again. (Thanksgiving for Baptism
in Christ holds us in a holy rhythm, reaffirming
V, Evangelical Lutheran Worship)
the God-given sacredness of all our days. The
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With prayers, gestures and signs that announce
God's deeds of mercy and grace, we remember
that we are never alone in times of pain. The
prayer calls to mind our ancestors in the faith
who also waited, often painfully, for deliverance.
Finding our lives in their stories, we remember
that it is God who hallows our days, not our own
work or worry. With sisters and brothers of every
time and place, we are held fast in God.
Wait. Watch. Hope. Prepare. Advent is a gift,
a magic deeper and more ancient than any of the
tricks of the White Witch. To those awaiting a
call, to those awaiting any kind of deliverance,
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may this Advent be a journey back to the abundant waters of baptism and a rediscovery of
the rivers and streams always alive and flowing
under the ice. ;-

Liv Larson Andrews is p astor of Salem
Lutheran Chu rch in Spokane, Washingt on .
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Seuss, Serapion, and Scripture
A. Trevor Sutton

0

NE BY ONE, PARISHIONERS SHOOK MY

hand following Sunday service. One
by one, the usual pleasantries were
exchanged. And then, in an instant, the repetitious
handshaking was shattered. Her "punched-inthe-gut" expression indicated that something
was amiss. I inquired, and she spewed out the
words: "Dr. Seuss! They read Dr. Seuss instead of
Scripture!"
I soon discovered the backstory to this
parishioner's great displeasure. She had attended
a Christian wedding over the weekend in which
a Dr. Seuss reading had usurped the traditional
Scripture reading. I shared in her displeasure
upon hearing of a congregation that was so quick
to jettison such longstanding tradition; however,
my displeasure was tempered by my curiosity.
It turns out that Seuss use is more rampant
in the church than I had ever imagined. Seussinspired liturgies have been posted on YouTube
and are anxiously awaiting viral status. One
congregation has apparently pioneered a Seussinspired celebration of the Eucharist called a
Suesscharist. A Google search reveals dozens of
pastors who have turned to Seuss sermons in
order to preach more relevant homilies. One pastor has even published a book on the supposed
parables of Dr. Seuss. It is possible that some
people prefer worship to be done in trochaic
tetrameter. Others, like my queasy parishioner,
are less enthused about having America's laureate
of silliness join them at Sunday service.
Nevertheless, nauseous recipients of a
Seussified Gospel can take heart. This modernday Seuss dilemma is not the first instance in
which the church has disagreed about what texts
ought to be used during worship. And it is not the
first time that someone has explored what qualifies a text to be read in Christian worship. At the

end of the second century, a bishop in Asia Minor
had to lead one of his congregations through a
similar text-worship dilemma.
The bishop was Serapion of Antioch and the
text was the Gospel of Peter. The many similarities
between modern Christians' Seuss use and this
ancient non-canonical gospel are rather peculiar.
When Serapion was first placed in his bishopric around 190 AD, he discovered that one of his
congregations routinely read the Gospel of Peter
in worship. Having never read the text for himself, Serapion had to simply trust the orthodoxy
of his parishioners. He decided to take a pastoral
approach saying, "If this is the only thing which
threatens to produce ill-feeling among you, let it
be read:'
Then Serapion finally got around to reading
the so-called gospel. He found that the Gospel
of Peter was abounding in Seuss-like absurdity.
Instead of a talking elephant named Horton,
the gospel contained a talking cross that floated
around while making a post-resurrection appearance at Jesus' tomb. Rather than the pint-sized
inhabitants of Whoville, the Gospel of Peter
includes freakishly tall angels with heads that
"reached unto the heavens:'
Adding to Serapion's suspicions was the
author-or lack thereof-behind the Gospel of
Peter. Despite the gospel's name, Peter did not
write the text. Rather, someone claiming to be
Peter wrote it. Academia recognizes the Gospel
of Peter as one of many pseudepigraphical texts
born during the time of the early church. Scads
of manuscripts falsely bearing the apostles' names
were circulating. Serapion recognized this text as
one such and warned his congregation that it was
"falsely inscribed with his [Peter's] name:'
Dr. Seuss, of course, is but a penname for
Theodor Seuss Geisel, the author behind the
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beloved works of Dr. Seuss. The title of "Doctor"
elements. The accidental properties of worwas a flippant reference to the doctorate that
ship are too numerous to count: candles, organ
Geisel failed to complete at Oxford University,
music, bulletins, and rambling announcements
while "Seuss" was his mother's maiden name
about potlucks. These worship accidentals can
and also Theodor's middle name. Seuss's work is
and probably should change with the times. The
essential properties of worship form a far shorter
not pseudoepigraphical per se, since at least we
list. In its most essential form, worship contains
know who wrote it, but there is ample insulation between the Dr. Seuss texts and their creator
the proclamation of the Word and the delivery of
Theodor Geisel.
God's grace through the sacraments. To lose one
In the end, it wasn't the absurdly tall angels
of these is to lose worship.
or the falsely ascribed authorship that Serapion
To replace the reading of Scripture with
cited when he rejected the use of the Gospel of
a reading of Seuss is to surrender an essential
Peter in worship. Serapion rejected the text's use
aspect of worship. Scripture, not Seuss, is the
in worship for a far
"cradle of Christ"
more elemental readelivering
Christ
son: the text had not
to
His
people.
been handed down
God's truth is confor that purpose.
tained in the Word
Serapion stated it this
whereas God's truth
way: "we as experimight only make
enced persons reject,
an appearance in
the writings of Dr.
knowing that no such
writings have been
Suess.
handed down to us:'
Zealous Seuss
For Serapion, the
disciples
may
argument ended then
attempt to argue that
and there; not one of
Dr. Seuss readings
his predecessors had
fit into the realm of
acknowledged
the
worship accidentals,
that a Seuss reading
Gospel of Peter as fit
for use in worship
might accompany
Nathan Margoni/nathanmargoni.blogspot.com
a reading
from
and, as such, Serapion
was not going to authorize the text's use. It was
scripture, if not replace it. Yet, even viewed as an
expendable part of Christian worship Seuss readnot the text's subtle Docetism; it was not the talkings pose an unexpected danger. Worship is a
ing cross. Rather, the text was not fit for use in
worship because Christendom had never used it
furtive educational experience, teaching people
even if they are unaware that they are being taught.
that way.
There are no neutral worship practices; rather,
Similarly, the problem with reading Dr. Seuss
in a Christian worship is not necessarily a matter
every action is a thick formative practice that
of content. Seuss's work should not be excluded
teaches. Substituting Seuss for Scripture teaches
people that the two are interchangeable. By interfrom Christian work because of its lackadaisical
mingling Seuss and Scripture, one indicates that
spirituality or because of its sheer silliness. The
the messages of both texts are the same. This canstrongest argument for modern Christians to bar
Seuss' work from worship is the fact that his texts
not be further from the truth. The writings of Dr.
Seuss are a playful plea for basic human decency
have not been handed down for that purpose.
through themes like ecological awareness, disarChristian worship is comprised of both
mament, and self-improvement. The message of
essentials and accidentals; that is to say, worship contains necessary and non-necessary
Scripture is God's steadfast love for His creation.
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To be certain, my aversion to Seussified worship does not extend to other areas of Seuss's
influence. I am eternally thankful that I was able
to cut my literary teeth on Seuss rather than the
"Dick and Jane" readers of preceding generations.
And, like Geisel, I fully believe that nonsense
wakes up the brain cells.
In fact, a tattered copy of Horton Hears a
Who! has been passed down to me. For years,
my grandfather would read the book to my
father. My father then read the book to me. And,
without a doubt, I will read it to my children.
This book, with its gnarled corners and yellow-

ing pages, has been authoritatively handed down
to me from my ancestors with specific instructions: use at bedtime to subdue a bad case of the
wiggles. With those instructions I received the
text, and with those instructions I am going to
pass it on. 't

A. Trevor Sutton is a student at Concordia
Seminary in Saint Louis, Missouri.
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OUR FLESH
Boring as a vulture shadow, occasional and reliable,
maybe a blink which surprises, the flesh tries.
And here we are again sweating
by the buckets or by the pool, in the flesh.
Yet might we want a nice nest despite heaven
and, like the Great-crested Flycatcher, weave
a sloughed snake skin in to make fun of sin?
Snag it from a Cottonmouth whose head newly shed
waits like a god or a hood ornament, king of macadam,
pretend friend to Adam, to the Pigmy mouse who
at night makes a little pile of pebbles and each morning
licks up the dew as some of us drink bitterly our coffee.
These days we are all connoisseurs of drought.
On a walk through the dust after breakfast, I imagined
this Cottonmouth coiled and lost in thought like a pretty girl
watching TV, curled up on a couch, but then the dream
turned and I saw the snake levitate in the humid blue
of the Hill Country sky hanging there so I thought
I should destroy it, and then I thought of that scripture:
a cloud the size of a man's hand rising from the sea.
Was I imagining the end of days or the prescient end
of the year's drought here in the dull apocalypse
we call the flesh, the sad fact we call the world, 2011.
Cheer up. We don't need nature's illustration.
The flesh is a fine hotel for love, if not a temple
where you can come and fall on your face
before a seemingly empty throne.

John Poch
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Reviewed in this issue ...
Jennifer Haigh's Faith

flowing alcohol, even (especially!) at wakes; and
tackles territory all too familiar from newsbully-priests and ticket-fixing cops all border on
stereotype, but Haigh's characters are so conpaper front pages in recent years: allegations
of sexual abuse by Roman Catholic clergy. Rather
vincing that the setting's details ring true. When
than indulging in sensationalism or re-working
Mike, a former brawler who has cleaned up his
cliches, though, Haigh's sensitive treatment of
act to become a model dad and award-winning
the material actually offers hope- of a sort. Her
realtor, starts chasing an ex-stripper barely out
narrator, Sheila McGann, is a lapsed Catholic
of drug rehab and throwing the f-word around
whose older halflike a characbrother Art Breen,
ter out of Good
FAITH
a Boston priest,
Will Hunting, he
somehow remains
has been charged
Jennifer Haigh
with
molesting
sympathetic. (How
Harper Perennial, 2010
his housekeeper's
could anyone in
319 pages
his situation do
grandson. Sheila
anything else?, the
offers an account
$29.99
reader
wonders
of her struggle to
retain faith in Art,
in dismay.) Haigh
gives
Mike's wife
p1ecmg together
Reviewed by
his story from his
Abby, a Lutheran
Martha Greene Eads
confidences in her,
from the Midwest,
Easte rn Mennonite
legitimate grounds
as well as those
of their younger
to blame Roman
Unive rsity
brother
Mike,
Catholicism
for
their mother, Art's
all the craziness
accuser, and various members of the workingaround her, but goes on to suggest that the situation is not as simple as she thinks.
class parish Sheila fled long ago. Although
Few of Haigh's characters are simple, either.
she attempts to resist re -entanglement in her
A couple of priests in walk-on roles are villainanguished community of origin, Sheila finds
and the novel never fleshes out Abby as fully
ous,
much to love in the brokenness there.
as it might, but even she is complex enough to
Among this novel's many strengths is its ability to conjure up a certain kind of urban ethnic
be aware of Mike's affair but keep quiet for her
own reasons-maybe. And with Sheila as narCatholic life: parish council squabbles, plastic
rator, Abby's somewhat limited characterization
covers on the living room furniture, marital ten makes sense. After all, Sheila seduced Abby's
sion rooted in the Notre Dame/Boston College
rivalry. Granted, the close-knit neighborhoods
younger brother on Abby's wedding day, and
(as insular as any West Virginia holler); the freestill asks herself, "Am I still that wounded and
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vindictive girl who wanted to put things even?
To make myself known to this Abigail Nelson,
who had taken my brother. To show her just
how easily I could take hers" (159). Well into the
novel, Sheila reveals some of her wounds, as well
as those suffered by Art and Art's accuser, Kath
Conlon..:. . . not to justify their wrongs but to reveal
their context. Even Sheila's father, who appears
at first to be simply a stock Irish drunken lout,
proves himself to have been an erstwhile hero.
The novel's gradual revealing of truth makes
it a plotting marvel. Readers wonder nearly all
the way through, Is Art or isn't he guilty of abus ing young Aidan Conlon? but, along the way,
Haigh makes us wonder about so much more.
If he's not guilty, why did Kath, whom Art had
so generously befriended, accuse him? Why is
the Church so eager and Art so willing to settle
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the lawsuit? Why do Sheila and Mike struggle
to believe Art's innocence? Has Sheila lost her
capacity for deep human connection? What is
the source of Art's unease about his own identity
and vocation?
In the end, the book does establish that Art
is guilty-but not of what we thought. Nearly all
of Haigh's characters are guilty of something, but
they also prove themselves capable of grace and
even heroism. The Roman Catholic Church is
guilty, too, and Haigh doesn't take the same pains
to show grace or heroism at work in the institution, but she doesn't seem to have a vendetta
against it, either. Faith's concerns are larger and
more humane: to show that we all suffer, and we
all sin-that we all break faith but nevertheless
remain capable of giving and receiving love in
the midst of whatever messes we find ourselves. f
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Shield of Character
The Shield of Character is one of the most important and powerful symbols ofValparaiso University.
At its center is the Light, the source of all truth, serving as a reminder of who we are and what we strive to be.
The Shield of Character reflects what we protect and defend as an interconnected Valpo community: the common set
of shared characteristics and values found among those who live and work here and those who have walked this campus.

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

truth-seeking
free to inquire
humble
compassionate
service-minded
purpose-driven
empowered
ethical

Our Motto:

IN LUCE TUA VIDEMUS LUCEM
In Thy Light We See Light

